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Workers search rubble for more air crash victims
CERRITOS, Calif. (AP)
Emergency crews picked
through burned-out houses today, searching for bodies and
people missing after an
lieromexico jetliner and a small
plane collided, killing at least 69
people and smashing into a
suburban Los#Angeles
neighborhood.
Sunday's crash killed 58
passengers and six crew
members on the Aeromexico
DC-9, three people in a singleengine Piper PA-28 and at least
two residents pf a house in Cer-

ritos, about 20 miles southeast of
Los Angeles International
Airport.
Los Angeles County Fire
Department spokesman Rob
Smith said two or three people
died inside one home.
The search for bodies continued in a mile-square, upper
middle-class neighborhood
where streets, homes and trees
were littered with steel, flesh,
charred cars, luggage an
ashes. Smith said at least seven
neighborhood residents were

missing and may have been
killed.
The fiery rain of wreckage set
16 homes ablaze, destroying
nine of them. Firefighters went
through the homes room by
room, looking for bodies and
making sure no survivors were
trapped inside.
About 25 to 30 families displaced by the crash were sent by the
Red Cross to hotels or went to
stay with relatives.
"We are staying with these
People ... we have counselors
with them ... seeing them

through the psychological
trauma," said Red Cross
spokesman Ralph Wright.
Witnesses said they saw the.,
smaller plane crash into the tail
section of the jetliner. Though
there was no exact nationality
breakdown available, the
passengers were described by
Aeromexico officials as a mixture of Mexico nationals and
U.S. tourists, including at least
one infant and seven children.
It was the worst air disaster in
the history of the Los Angeles
airport and the wort*
air

•
crash since 137 people were killed Aug. 2, 1985, when a Delta
Airlines L4011 TriStar bound
from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to
Los Angeles crashed on landing
at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport.
• It was also the second major
accident of a Mexican commercial airliner this year.
The Federal Aviation Administration said the smaller
craft was flying under visual
flight rules and was not under
direct radio control when the
planes collided.

The congested airspace over
Southern California, where uncontrolled, low-speedprivate
planes mingle with high-speed
commercial jetliners, has long
been considered a major problem area, according to John
Galipault, director of the Aviation Safety Institute in Worthington, Ohio.
Randy Economy, who lives in
the neighborhood, said he tried
to help neighbors.
'"The heat was so.intense (Coon,on page,0)

News In Brief
Survey of motorists could tell
fate of two Kentucky roadways
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Motorists on U.S. 27 and U.S. 68
soon will be given questionnaires to find out the starting and ending points of their trips.
The information, said Herschel C. Conner of H.W. Lochner, will
be used to determine whether the existing road should be
changed.
The Florida company, commissioned by the state, said it had
notified all property owners along the highway that it wanted
their ideas on possible changes in the road, such as widening it.
A task force made up of government officials and citizens has
been formed to analyze the safety of the road, which runs between Paris and Lexington: —

Iran launches ground attack
on Iraq as fighting continues
NICOSIA, Cyprus(AP)- Iran today said its forces launched a
ground offensive against Iraq in the northern sector of the battlefront and claimed hundreds of Iraqis had been killed, wounded
-or captured.
Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency, monitored in
Nicosia, said the offensive in the mountainous Haj Omran region
of the 733-mile battlefront between the Persian Gulf neighbors
began Sunday night.
The agency did not indicate the scale of the push or whether
this was the so-called "final offensive" Iranian leaders have been
saying was imminent.
There was no immediate comment from Iraq to the Iranian
claims, which could not be independently verified.
Iran and Iraq have been fighting for six years.

Elsewhere...
.By tbe Associated Preak

MOSCOW - The owner Of U.S. News and World Report flies to
Moscow today to press the government through diplomatic and
private channels to release its correspondent, who is jailed on espionage charges. The American correspondent's son also hopes
today to see his father.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. - The White House, angry at news
leaks about its arms control proposals, says administration officials who reveal secret negotiating strategy are doing a disservice to President Reagan, the American people "and the cause of
world peace.
LONDON - Henry Moore,one of the 20th century's top sculptors,
has died at age 88. Moore leaves behind a legacy of bronze and
stone artworks familiar to legions of fans worldwide.
PITTSFIELD, Mass.; - This western Massachusetts city is
celebrating its 225th anniversary by honoring its ordinary
residents who do extraordinary things.

Craftsmen were
busy with their
trades Saturday at
the Labor day Arts
and Crafts Festival
in Land Between the
Lakes near Aurora.
At far right,
McEwen, Tenn.
basket-maker Jim
Vaughn works on a
white oak basket; at
right, Westmoreland,
Tenn. blacksmith
Mark Townes heats
a piece of iron in a
small furnace.
Above, a group of
ceramic geese sit on
display. The annual
event is sponsored
by the Kentucky
Western Waterland
tourism agency.
Staff photos by David Tuck

Gadhafi vows to 'fight America everywhere'
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP), nMoammar Gadhafi, markingtt•-•
day's 17th anniversary of his
rise to power, branded the
Reagan administration a "new
Nazi empire" and threateneirto
form an international army to
fight America worldwide.
In a three-hour speech to
about 5,000 people that lasted un-

til early this morning, the Libyan leader also praised the
Soviet Union, saying it stood by _
Its responsibilities toward
Libya.
Wearing khaki Combatfatigues and gesturing with a
metal pointer while speaking in
Tripoli's central Green Square,
the 44-year-old Gadhafi said he
was prepared to die as a "mar-

tyr in a sacrificial cause."
He compared himself to the
late Chilean President Salvador
Allende and Latin America
revolutionary Ernesto "Che"
Guevara.
The speech marked the anniversary of Gadhafi's coup
against King Idris on Sept. 1,
1969. At the stroke of midnight,
ships in Tripoli's festively lit

harbor sounded their sirens to
greet Revolution Day.
The harsh rhetoric in
Gadhafi's speech, his first in
Tripoli since the April 15 U.S.
bombing rard;tool observers by
surprise. In recent mdtiths,
Libya has muted its criticism of
America, adopting a more
moderate tone in the state-run
media.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Lodger &
Till1,11 by 5:30 p m
Monday
Friday or by 3:30rain Saturday
are urged to (n11 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours -- 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Tonight: Continued mostly
cloudy with 94 30 percent
chance of showers. Low in the
lower 60s. Light east wind.
Tuesday: Cloudy with a
slight chance of showers.
High in the upper 70s.. Chance
of rain 20 percent. Light east
wind.
Extended F6tecast
The extended forecast calls
for _ considerable cloudiness
with widely ;scattered
showers Wednesday through
Friday. Highs in the 80s with
lows in the 60s

By The Associated Press
The lid was put on the year's
final summer bash today after a
weekend filled with sun, surf
and state fairs as Americans
celebrated Labor Day with crab
races, a sober picnic and a
boomerang competition.

not afford a cookout," said
organizer Roland Bennett.
"They can't have a picnic,
they have to go out and buy
school clothes," he said. "I don't
want to see them sit back and
have no picnic at all."
Police mounted special efforts
to
reduce traffic fatalities durUnsetinonably cool weather
ing the holiday weekend, but 270
across the East on Sunday held
people had lost their lives on the
down beach-going. But on the
nation's roads by midnight SunWest Coast, a beach riot broke
day. In California, 12 of the first
out when police went to the
14 people killed on the highway
rescue of six women whose
weren't wearing seatbelts, the
bathing suit tops were torn off
Highway Patrol said.
by unruly youths. Police said at
In Palenville, N.Y., about a
'Nast 100 rampaging teen-agers
dozen boomerang thrckwers,
set fire to five police vehicles
many wearing T-shirts reading
and a lifeguard Jeep.
‘16•Man y-Happy Returns,"
Mere than 400 people in
peted in the last U.S.
Albany, N.Y., showed up for a
Boomerang Association Tournafree Sunday picnic. Everyone
ment of the season.
was invited, especially welfare
Several hundred people turnrecipients and others "who caned mkt in Milwaukee for

Soberfest, a three-day festival of spokesman said. Police said
dances, lectures and concerts they had the riot under control
for people who. want to have a three hours after it began. Two
good time without having a officers suffered minor injuries.
drink.
The New York State Fair conIn Huntingdon Beach, Calif.. tinued its 11-day run Sunday in
the weather was fine as the Op Syracuse. Fair. spokesman Joe
Pro Surfing Championships at- LaGuardia said that through
Saturday, attendance in the first
tracted about 100,000 people. ,
The surfing tournament ..at nine days totaled 626,510, more
Huntington Beach Pier 36 miles than 25,000 ahead of last year's
southeast of Los Angeles drew crowd.
About 2,000 people attended
an estimated 100.000 people
the 39th annual Hard Crab DerSunday.
by and Fair in Crisfield, Md. The
But a riot began behind Governor's
Cup crab race was
bleachers set up for the event won Saturday
by a Chesapeake
when police tried to rescue six Bay blue crab
selected to repreyoung women whose bathing sent Connecticut;
organizers
suit tops were torn off by unruly forgot to pick a crab to
represent
youths, officials said.
Maryland. Joyce Fitchett of
Revelers hurled rocks and bot- Crisfield won the
crab-picking
tles at the officers, then a swell- contest for the second
year in a
ing crowd chased them into row by extracting 4.26
pounds of
lifelloard headquarters, a meat in 15 minutes.
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`Good Morning America' to show
man's story of learning to read
OWENSBORO, Ky. (API —
Last year, when Frank Kurz's
daughter left notes for him, he
didn't know what they said
because he couldn't read.
Now the 45 -year -old
Owensboro welder can read
well as most fifth-graders.
to
Kurz's story of lea
read will be delivered to almost
5 million homes Wednesday
morning to mark Literacy
Month in a segment of ABC's
"Good Morning America" show.
Kurz said all the sudden attention from the national media
crew is a bit heady, but he thinks
his appearance might help other

people learn to read
The segment's producer,
Howie Masters, picked Kurz
after calling state education officials, who put him in touch
with the Longfellow Adult Learning Center. Masters and his
crew taped Kurz on Wednesday
and Thursday in Owensboro.
Margaret Underwood, coordinator for the volunteer
reading tutors program in
Owensboro, said Kurz was the
kind of person who had managed
to get through life well but had a
hidden gap in his knowledge.
"He's the kind of guy who's
done everything right, provided

American journalist jailed
and is accused of spying
MOSCOW (AP) — The top executive of U.S. News & World
Report planned to fly to Moscow
today to press the Soviets to
release the magazine's correspondent, who was jailed two
days ago by the KGB and accused of spying.
American reporter Nicholas
Daniloff was in Lefortovo
Prison, where his wife, Ruth,
visited him Sunday for an hour,
giving him a toothbrush, two
pairs of socks, two pairs of
underwear and three books.
Mrs. Daniloff said Soviet officials kept trying to get her husband to say he was a spy. "Nick
keeps repeating over and over
again, 'I am not a spy. I am not
gathering intelligence
material," she said.
She said her - husband was in
good spirits despite four hours of
intensive interrogation after his
arrest. "He is being well treated
in the sense that he is not being
beaten or kicked."
No formal charges were filed,
but U.S. Consul General Roger
Daley, who also visited Daniloff,
said the reporter could be held
indefinitely during the investigation. The United States
protested the arrest and said the
accusations were unfounded.
Daniloff, who planned to leave
soon for an assignment in
Washington after 54 years in
Moscow, was arrested Saturday
immediately after a farewell
meeting with a Soviet acquaintance, who gave the reporter a
closed package, saying it contained newspaper clippings,
Mrs. Daniloff said.
When the acquaintance left,
Daniloff was jumped by eight
plainclothesmen and taken to
Lefortovo, where the package
was opened and two maps mark-

ed "top secret" were taken out,
along with photographs of Soviet
military equipment and
installations.
Mortimer Zuckerman, chairman and editoW-chief of U.S.
News & World Report, left the
United States late Sunday for
the Soviet Union to seek
Daniloff's release through
diplomatic and private channels, the weekly magazine said
in a statement from
Washington.
Zuckerman, just before boarding a British Airways flight
from New York to London, said
that "we intend to stand by our
journalist in every way."
Jeff Trimble, who arrived in
Moscow recently to replace
Daniloff, said Zuckerman and
David Gergen, the magazine's
editor, did not have visas as of
late Sunday.
The arrest comes during a
Kremlin campaign to portray
itself as a peace-loving -And
trustworthy international partner, and appeared to be in
retaliation for the Aug. 23 arrest
in New York of a Soviet U.N.
employee on spy charges.
Daniloff, 52, is the first
Western journalist held by
Soviet authorities for more than
a few hours at a time and the
first jailed for an investigation
of espionage allegations.
Other Western reporters have
been accused of spying but have
not been held in prison cells for
such a prolonged period.
"Unless the Soviets quickly
release Mr. Daniloff, they will
send a chilling message to the
world about the new Gorbachev
regime and about their commitment to greater cooperation in
U.S.-Soviet relations," the
magazine said in a statement
from Washington.

for his family," said his tutor,
Mildred K. Tatum. "But he fell
between the cracks."
Kurz is not typical of most
students trying to improve their
reading skills. Tatum said.
Many have trouble keeping a
steady job and a stable family
life.
"They were looking for someone who was knowledgeable,
who listens to the news,someone
who can talk to others," she
said.
Masters said he was impressed by Kurz's commitment to
reading. "While taping the segment, we found he was welcomed with such open arms by his
family, community and friends,
and co-workers," Masters said.
"He may have started tentatively but he's a freight train
now. There weren't many people
who had the guts to come forward. lie had the nerve to step
- forward with his problem."

Truth-in-sentencing law not yet in wide use
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new -truth-insentencing" statute, hailed by
proponents as a long -overdue
blow for the law-abiding, apparently has been used only
sparingly in the six weeks since
It took effect.
Some judges doubt the law's
constitutionality, particularly if
it is applied to offenses committed before July 15, the day it
went on the books, and they
want guidance from the state
Supreme Court.
But others said they thought
the law could safely be implemented tor offenses committed' after July 1.5 and that the
court system will catch up to it
as those cases come to trial later
In the year.
There appears to be unanimity, however, on one point: The
new law is one of the most important and problematical in
many years.
"And we're the guys in the
trenches that have to make it
work," said Hopkins Circuit
Judge Thomas Spain, president

Report says retaliation planned
if Soviet does not free reporter
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Reagan administration is planning to retaliate against the
Soviet Union if it does not promptly free an American
reporter accused by the Kremlin
of espionage, according to a
report published today.
Nicholas Daniloff, Moscow
correspondent for U.S. News &
World Report was in a Moscow
prison today.
He was arrested Saturday immediately after a Soviet acquaintance gave him a closed
package that turned out to contain maps marked top secret,
said his wife, Ruth.
The magazine and the United
States have denied the allegation of espionage. Mrs. Daniloff
has said her husband is being
framed.
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The New York Times reported
today the Reagan administration has ruled out trading Gennadi F. Zakharov, a Soviet official of the United Nations arrested Aug. 22 in New York on
espionage charges, in exchange
for Daniloff. _
"The White House will not
make any deals for Daniloff's
release, since he is not a spy,
and to do so would make any
American hostage to this kind of
frame-up," an unidentified
senior U.S. official was quoted
by the Times as saying.
"Moscow must learn it cannot
keep doing this."
The Times reported the administration is considering
various political, economic and
cultural moves to put pressure
on the Kremlin.
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By MARK R.CHELLOREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When the summons arrives informing you of impending jury
service, the first question usually asked is "Why me?"
The answer to that question
and other the queries that usually follow can now be found in a
publication from the Administrative Office of the Courts
entitled "You, the Jury."
Pam Vest, the public affairs
officer for the court system and
author of the guide, said there
has been a need for a quick
reference book for prospective
jurors.
"When people arrive in a jury
roan, many of them haven't the
faintest idea of what's going
on," Vest-said."Many of them
are nervous and irritated that
they have been called."
A handbook has been
available for several years, but
it was not widely used. "It was
just too complicated and too boring," Vest said. Some judges
had created their own guides for
jurors.
"There was a need for a
universal one that was more
,
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of the circuit judges'
association.
The law enacted by the 1986
General Assembly requires
violent offenders to serve half
theiraentence, instead of 20 percent. before being eligible for
parole. It also mandated bifurcated trials in all felony cases,
not just those in which the death
penalty is possible.
Bifurcation entails a separate
proceeding to set punishment if
a guilty verdict has been
returned.
In the penalty phase that
determines the sentence, for the
first timetirors are to be told of
the defendant's criminal history
and his eligibility for parole.
The bitWr was a sore lii
with several judges who said in
interviews they found it consistent with a general ignorance of
the fact tleit courts have nothing
to do with the parole system.
"It is a function purely of the
executive branch of government," said Spain, of Madisonville. "It is not a judicial function; it is not even a legislative
function."
Neither the attorney general's

office nor Spain knew how many
of the state's 91 circuit judges
had implemOnted the law or
plan to do so later this year as
grand juries begin returning indictments for offenses commit.
ted since July 15.
However, at least two judges
— L.T. Gran .and N. Mitchell
Meade of Fayette Circuit Court
in Lexington — implemented the
new law immediately. They said
they were not concerned about
having to retry cases if the
statute is struck down.
"It's got a few bugs in it, but
not enough, in my opinion, to be
declared unconstitutional,"
Meade said.
Grant said the "safest thing
would be not to use it" before the
new law passes muster with the
Supreme Court.
"I don't think that's what a
judge is for. I think a judge is to
?flake decisions, not to worry
about whether (a case) will have
to be retried or not," Grant said.
But Grant's view is hardly
universal.
"In terms of administering
the court system, it would certainly be better fbr the Supreme

_
Court to rule on it as soon as
possible," said Judge Edmund
P. Karem of Jefferson Circuit
Court in Louisville.
Hardin Circuit Judge William
S. Cooper said there were
"enough constitutional questions involved to at least wait until the Supreme Court tells us if
it's constitutional or not, rather
than having to try all those cases
again."
Cooper, of Elizabethtown, said
his questions about the law included whether a defendant's
criminal record, when revealed
to the jury, is to include juvenile
offenses and minor violations,
such as traffic cases, that are
punishable by fine but not jail.
He said "he also wanted to
know why juries are to be told
about parole eligibility in Other
felony cases, but not in capital
cases.
Unless the Supreme Court
issues an advisory opinion —
something it rarely does — or a
prosecutor successfully petitions the Supreme Court to certify the law, it will take years to
resolve those questions, Cooper
said.

Publication answers questions on jury service

-• •
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A Labor Day Carnival was held at the local Wal-Mart store as part of a kick off campaign for the United
Way. Concessions, games and entertainment were available. Above, Calloway County Distributive
Education Club of America member Mitzi Scott takes a practice throw at one of the games while other
students, Sherri Rule, Denise Baker and Jennifer Parker, watch. The students volunteered to help with
the United Way fund raiser.

usable," Vest said.
Vest, who has never been called for jury duty, put together the
pamphlet with suggestions from
court clerks and judges.
The question-and-answer format covers everything from how
someone is selected for jury duty (most courts in Kentucky use
computer lists from voter
registration rolls) to what happens if a jury is sequestered (the
state picks up the tab for room
and board).
The book also provides prospective jurors with quick civics
lessons, such as the difference
between civil and criminal
cases, and gives other useful information, such as the fact
jurors will likely experience frequent, extended periods with
nothing to do.
In the back of a booklet is a
glossary of legal terms from acquittal to witness.

The demand for the booklets
has been startling, Vest said.
The intitial printing of 10,000
copies went quickly and a second printing is in the offing.
Many circuit clerks are including the booklet in the initial
summons for jury duty. Requests have also come from
judges and teachers, who have
used the material in public appearances and classrooms.
The booklet does not contain
everything a juror needs to
know, nor is it intended to, Vest
said. The clerk or presiding
judge will still need to answer
questions more specific to individual courts — what time to
report, where to get a bite to eat
and where to park.
The booklet reminds jurors
their service is a responsibility
of citizenship.
"It is a privilege enabling us
to provide a service to our coun-

try, state, community and felloxi
citizens," the pamphlet advises.
"It is a service that should be
performed with pride."
Jury duty is a possibility for
anyone 18 years old or older, a
U.S. citizen who can speak and
understand English and is not a
convicted felon or under
indictment.
The length of jury service
depends, to a great extent, on
the county of residence,
although the law requires
anyone summoned to be
available for 30 court days. In
Louisville, for example, jury duty may last only 14 days, while
some rural counties require service for as long as 150 days.
Vest said the information
campaign for jurors will enter
the television age later this year
with the completion of a
videotape that may be shown to
new-panelists.

Dr. Collins' bodyguard made more than commisioner
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
The bodyguard of Dr. Bill Collins, the governor's husband,
made more money last year
than the police commissioner
and almost as much as the
governor herself, said Capt.
John Lile, a state police
spokesman.
Trooper Ben Schrader earned

Instructor needed
A volunteer typing instructor is
needed at the Adult Learning
Center at Murray State University for a clAss that will meet this
fall for approximately eight
weeks.
Chuck Guthrie, center coordinator, said interested persons
may apply by calling 762-6971 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. He said applicants should have at least a
high school equivalency and
some teaching experience.
The volunteer will instruct
adults in basic typing skills.
Typewriters -and textbooks are
provided by the Adult Learning
Center.
Student participation will be
limited to four for the instructor.
The students must be 16 years of
age or older and not now enrolled in a public school system or
college.
Guthrie said the class will
begin in September

$57,385 in 1985-86, making him
one of the highest, if not the
highest-paid trooper, Lile said.
By comparison, State Police
Commissioner Morgan Elkins
earned $57,264, and Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' salary in 1985 was
$61,200.
Schrader's income included
$40,483 in base pay and $16,902 in
overtime, Lile said. A regular
trooper not on guard duty can
make no more than $35,184.
State police troopers on
security duty at the governor's
and lieutenant governor's mansions make more money than
other members of the force with
the same experience.
Lile said the troopers on mansion security make more due to
long hours and travel. He said
the extra pay is needed to attract troopers to the positions
because they are not popular.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported in its Sunday editions
that Schrader's travel expenses
for 29 out-of-state trips with Dr.
Collins since January 1985 have
cost the state at least $27,494.
The newspaper said Schrader
has accompanied Dr. Collins on
a hunting trip to South Dakota
and on visits to the Bahamas,
Mexico, Hawaii, New York and
Las Vegas.
State police protection is optional for Kentucky governors
and while Dr. Collins has chosen

to have a bodyguard,, his
children, Steve and Marian,
have none. The children are
grown and no longer live with
their parents.
Mark McDaniel, a spokesman
for the governor, said there have
been no threats on the governor
or her family, but he said there
is still reason for concern.
"It's an accepted terrorist tactic to strike at elected officials
through their families,"
McDaniel said. "The world is
full of nuts," he said, refering to
the 1981 shooting of President
Reagan.
McDaniel said that when John
Y. Brown Jr. was governor, his
wife, Phyllis George Brown, had
a state police escort during outof-state visits to work for CBS.
State police records listed the
following security trips by
trooper Ben Schrader for Dr.
Collins from January 1985
through July 1986:
New York City (four times);
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (twice);
Miami (twice ); Saint George,
S.C. (twice); West Palm Beach,
Fla. (twice); Washington, D.C.
(twice); Columbus, Ohio
(twice); Dubai and London;
Dallas; Aspen, Colo.; Atlanta;
Lake Guerrero, Mexico:- Fort
Myers, Fla. ; Phoenix, Ariz.;
Denver; Boston; Philadelphia;
Las Vegas, Nev.; San Francisco; Hawaii; NeW Orleans;
Pierre, S D.; and the Bahamas
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, No spy
vs. spy
be called the quality of life
through their artistic
achievements.
With few exceptions, the
flow of citizens between the
U.S.S.R. and the Western democracies is dissimilar.
Teachers and artists — writers, dancers, actors, musicians — seek the freedom a
Western nation offers. Their
defection usually follows
years of planning. Westerners
who spy for communist countries, however, flee in the opIn the cold national securi- posite direction no sooner
ty equation of the Earth's than they have to. Often they
greatest rivalry, the United wait until just before they are
States came up short-handed. to be caught — because they
No one could argue on those don't want to surrender their
grounds alone that two circus freedom.
performers could offset the
Some people will always
loss of a spy with Howard's betray their country for one
knowledge of U.S. intelli- reason or another, but their
gence activities inside the So- lives in new countries are selviet Union. Even marvelous__ dom glamorous. The West,
ballet dancers, such as Mi- though, gains creative thinkkhail _BarIshnikoyi_wlie flee ers and performers. That can
the U.S.S.R for life in the only benefit its citizens and
West contribute little to na- enhance its attractiveness to
tional security. But they often those who live in more readd splendidly to what.might strictive political systems.

There was an odd asymmetry to the exchange of citizens between the Soviet
Union and the United States
recently. Just as Tass, the Soviet press agency, was announcing that Edward L.
Howard, a former Central Intelligence Agency employee,
had been granted asylum in
the U.S.S.R., two Russian
high-wire artists sought and
received similar protection in
the United States.

Washington Today Barry Schweid

China looks freer, but drawn to USSR
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
decade after the passing of Mao
Tse-tung, the enigma that is
China remains largely a
mystery to American scholars
and State Department policymakers.
Reading the same tea leaves!'
they come up with varying conclusions about the course of
reform under Chinese leader
Deng Xiaoping and what it
portends for U.S. relations with
the world's largest country.
Basically, these analysts
agree China is a more open
society. And yet, "it's still not a
government of laws, rather than
men," said Harold C. Hinton,
political science professor at
G,A9rge Washington University.
'Mao's nuttiness, which
developed after a serious illness
in 1953, is all gone," Hinton said
in a recent interview. "They've
got rid of all of Mao's personal
barnacles on the ship of state?'
But the professor also discerned in the ministry of state
security, set up by Mao's successors a few years ago, unpleasant reminders of the Soviet
KGB secret police.
"If its name is mentioned,"
Hinton said, "people look back
over their shoulder."
Ray Cline, a former deputy
CIA director, said Americans
were so impressed with China's
recovery from the "pathological
situation" under Mao they leap
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to the conclusion Peking will be
a friendly power in Asia.
But, the onetime intelligence
specialist said, "the Deng
regime makes it absolutely
clear they do not consider
themselves in any way an ally of
the United States."
China is equally critical of
Washington and Moscow, as it
seeks advantages from both
sides, Cline said.
Mao's declining years were
marked by purges, paranoia and
anti-intellectualism. The country's economy faltered. China
drew inward. Foreigners and
their technology were viewed
ion.
.
with deep suspic
This has changed in the 10
years since Mao's death on Sept.
9, 1976. Relations were established with the United States in 1979.
American firms flocked to
China, where they are received
warmly.
But they must grapple with a
bureaucracy that is long on red
tape and short on decisionmakers.
Joyce Kallgren, chairman of
UCLA's Center for Chinese
Studies, found in China enormous progress, particularly in
the countryside. Production is
up and the farmers no longer are
called peasants.
They are freer to make decisions. And yet, Kallgren, who
has visited China almost every
year since 1974, saw little interest in democracy.
Interestingly, she found many
Chinese yearning for the wares
they now can see on television
from Hong Kong and Japan.
But, the University of
California-Los Angeles scholar
also detected a fear among some
Chinese that in the rush to
westernize, the country might
lose its special character — a
process called "spiritual
pollution."
To a State Department official, who was willing to discuss
post -Mao China only
anonymously, "the major
changes are a greater openness
to the outside world and a willingness to tolerate differences at
home and abroad."
For the average Chinese, he
said, there is more individual
flexibility — the official pointedly shied away from the word
freedom — and "greater
latitude for individual
initiative."
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Making the best of being the worst
I happened to be near the city
of Moline, so I stopped to chat
with Jack Pulford at the bar and
restaurant he owns in that
Mississippi River town.
Within minutes, Pulford was
sitting in my booth, proudly ticking off the TV shows he's been
on, and his many other public
appearances since becoming an
American celebrity.
"Let's see," he said, using his
fingers to count, "I did Steve
Allen...CBS...ABC...a morning
show.. radio talk shows..,I was a
parade marshall...college lectures...men's clubs.. after•
dinner speaker..."
After a couple of minutes of
this, he shook his head and said:
"I can't remember them all,
there are so many. Newspaper
and magazine interviews,
speeches.
"And I'll be flying to Pittsburgh on Monday. I'm going to
be roasted for some charity.
After that? I've got so many appearances coming up I can't
-keep track."
Who, you ask, is Jack
Pulford? And how did he get to
be a celebrity? I'll jog your
memory.
Last year, a magazine called
Golf Digest had a clever idea. It
launched a search for America's
worst avid, able-bodied golfer.
Readers sent in hundreds of
nominees - devout golfers who
never hit drives past the
women's tees, or routinely dribble a dozen balls into the same
water hole every time they confront it.
The magazine narrowed the
list to four, including Pulford,
who was a worthy choice. He so

loves the game that his
restaurant, the Greenbriar Pub,
is filled with golf themes - booths
named after golf's most famous
holes, wallpaper that gives the
rules of golf, %Ed a menu offering "sandwedges" instead of
sandwiches.
He even looks like a pro - lean,
trim and muscular, a smaller
Greg Norman. Yet, the best
score he has ever shot was 112,
and he talks wistfully about getting a par the way others
describe a hole in one.
After choosing the four
finalists, the magazine got them
together for an 18-hole playoff in
Florida to determine which of
the four was the most inept.
Pulford shot 208, but that
wasn't bad enough. One of the
others scored an incredible 257
and won the worst-trophy.
What the match proved was
more than the obvious, which is
that there are a lot of ridiculous
golfers playing the game. You
can stand near the first tee of
any course and see that.
No, the message is that it
doesn't matter if you win or lose.
Or even how you play the game.
What matters is that what you
do- even if you do it terribly - is
seen on television.
Fifteen months after the
match, Pulford laughs and says:
"It's amazing. I've been approached about writing a book,
and I might do it. A golf club
company sponsors me. They
give me clubs and a bag with my

name on it, like the pros have.
I'm working on doing a TV commercial for cut-proof balls. It
would be great. If I don't cut a
ball, nobody can.
And I'm still being'asked to
make public appearances. I get
a couple of hundred for an appearance. And the four of us are
still being invited to play
exhibitions."
What do you talk about when
you make a public appearance?
"Well, I have two talks, depending on the kind of group it is,"
he said.
"If it is a serious group," he
said, his face turning serious, "I
talk about how important it is to
keep trying but to remember
that it is justa game and to havea good time."
That's a nice thought, I suppose. But I would think that
somebody who shoots a 208
might also jell a audience that
he prudently quit the game
before he chopped off a toe with
a sand wedge.
"No," Jack said, "I really enjoy the game and I try. You
know, I had a par a couple of
months ago.
"Anyway, if it is a fun crowd, I
just tell them about some of my
more memorable shots. Like the
time I took one swing at the ball
and I was lying four behind the
tee. You know how I did that?"
I give up.
. hit - the ball twice on...the
same swing, mitich is a two-

stroike penalty. Then it hit a forward tee marker, and went out
of bounds. So I wound up dropping a ball behind the tee and hitting my fifth shot."
But what is your secret?
"What secret?"
Golf is a lifetime search for
The Secret. Hundreds of kooks
are written on the secrets to a
perfect swing. Golf magazines
come out with new secrets in
every issue. So, what is the
secret to your disastrous golf
swing?
He shook his head. "I just
don't know."
Then let's figure it out. One
golf theory is that how you learn
in the beginning dictates how
you will play for the rest of your
life. That's why so many pro
golfers are rich kids who had
lessons when they were Still taking potty training,How did_you
learn golf, Jack?
"Well, I was running a
nightclub. And when I'd close
the place, it would be about 4
a.m., so me and my buddies
woUld just go from there to the
golf course and drink beer and
hit the ball. Hey, that might be
it. Maybe when I swing, my
hands naturally swerve toward
my mouth so I can take a sip of
beer.
"But seriously," he said,'"I
try. It is my dreajn- to get down
to a 29 handicap."
And leave show biz? Don't be
crazy.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Joseph E. (Joe) Pace, 76,
retired general manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, died of injuries sustained in a two-vehicle
accident on Kentucky 80 at Hardin yesterday morning.
Nuel McNutt is pictured as
first customer at opening Big
John's Grocery on South 12th
Street this morning. David
Dornfeld is manager.
Neva Gray Allbritten, Norrine
Winter and Libby Hart are pictured as they plate plans for
kick-off dinner of workers of
Murray Civic Music Association
Membership Drive on Sept. 12 at
University Branch of Bank of
Murray.
Kenlake Arts and Crafts
Festival will be Sept. 4 and 5 at
Kenlake State Park, according
to Karen Cissell, executive
secretary of Kentucky's
Western Waterlands.
-11-1E NEW TAX PLAN WILL SAVE US $2.17 A WEEK...1-HATS AN EkiRA POT ROASf EVERY MONTH"
Twenty years ago
Ground has been broken for
new livestock pavilion on farm
of Murray State University.
Work on $107,641 structure will
begin this week, according to
E.B. Howton, chairman of
Department of Agriculture at
MSU.
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U.S. economy can be difficult to change
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Amateur Beatles' film sells high at auction
LONDON tAP — An
amateur film of the
Beatles relaxing by a
Hollywood swimming
pool during their 1965
American tour was sold
at a Christie's auction
for $39,000.

The successful bidder
at Friday's sale would
not give his name. Asked by reporters if he
represented one of the
Beatles, the man said,
"I'm afraid I can't help
you.

The 52-minute, 8mrn
color film showed Paul
McCartney, George
Harrison, Ringo Starr
and the late John Lennon playing poker and
attending a Hollywood
party where guests in-

cluded The Byrds, an
American group, and
singer Joan Baez.
It has never been
shown publicly and was
shot by Tony Barrow
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Fiftieth anniversary events Friday
Mr. and Mrs. 0.B.
Eldridge will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday,
Sept. 5, at Faith Baptist
Church, Hazel.
The couple will renew
their wedding vows at 5
p.m. with the Rev.
Larry Hawkins, pastor,
officiating.
A reception, hosted by
their children, will immediately follow their
vows at the Hazel Senior
Citizens' Center at
Hazel.
All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the renewing of the
vows and the reception.
Mr. and Mrs.
Eldridge were married
Sept. 5, 1936, at the Old
Shiloh Store. Their
witnesses were
Clarence Eldridge,
brother of the groom,
and ail Eldridge,
Sister of the bride.
They have three sons
— Aubrey Eldridge,
Jerry Eldridge and
Junior Eldridge — and
five daughters — Mrs.
Dortha Fike, Mrs. Barbara Stacey, Mrs. Ann
Donelson, Mrs. Virgie
Dix and Mrs. Diana
Myers. _
The couple has
several grandchildren.
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Women of Oaks Country Club plan golf
and bridge at club Wednesday morning
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Ladies' day events at
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Joyce Nunnally will
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Golf play with Sue
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and Jean Gensock;
Tee 5 — Burlene
Tee 2 — Doris Rose,
Mable Rogers, Irene Brewer, Irma Tuck,

Linda Oliver and Melva
Hatcher;
Tee 6 — La 1'4
Parker, Bronda Parker
and Margie Hits;
Tee 9 — Murrelle
Walker, Bobbie Burks,
Mary Alice Garner,
Margaret Gibson, Sandy Lucas and Anna Lou
Coleman.
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Coming community events listed
Monday,Sept. 1
Calloway County and
Murray City Schools
will not be in session today, Labor Day.
mo.

Kentucky Barkley
Bass 'n' Gals Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Golden Corral
Family Steakhouse.
————
Auditions for Young
Can't Take It With You"
will be at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. at lodge hall. Work
in third degree will be
held.
National Scouting
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7-764 or
753-7663.
————
Parents Anonymous
Chapter is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. For information call 7624862 or
7624851.
Tuesday,Sept.2
Bazaar Workshop will
be at 7 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
— — —.—
Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
f
First United
Methodist Church
Women .will have luncheon at 11:30 a.m. In
social hall of church.
Executive Board will
mee at 10:15 a.m.
———
Ladies of Seventh and
of Christ
Poplar
will work on baby
pillows at 10 a.m. This is
open to interested
women.
————
First Baptist Church
WMU will have a
general meeting at 9:30
a.m. in chapel of
church.
———
Groups of First Baptist Church WMU will
meet as follows:
Kathleen Jones at 2
p.m.; Lottie Moon at 6
p.m. at home of Ruth'
Caldwell; Bea Walker
at 7:30 p.m. at home of
Sue Darnell:

ehurch

Group I- I of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
—— —
Diet and Diabetes
meeting will be at 2 p.m.
and Prepared
Childbirth Class will

DR.GOTT

Tuesday,Sept. 2
meet at 7 p.m., both in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway Cou9ty Hospital.
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(temporal bone). There are many specialists who can help you with a Thil.1
problem; ask your dentist for a
referral.
DEAR DR. GOTT -7- My daughter
keeps her house -veryteool, but never
covers her children when they nap. I
always did. since I was told that small
children shOutd have their slomachs
and chests covered. Is this an old
wives tale?
DEAR READER — I'm afraid so.
When it comes to outer clothing, children's requirements are the same as
adults.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My mother is
68. When she looks straight ahead, everything looks milky, but her side side
vision is good. Vihat would cause this?
Would glasses Help?
DEAR READER — When peripheral vision is spared and central vision impaired, the patient may have a
form of retinal, degeneration. Your
mother needs a thorough ophthalmological exam to determine the cause
of tier failing eyesight. Glasses will
not help the condition, but surgery
might.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Would yOu
please explain how-one gets salmonella? Can someone have it and not know
it? Is it contagious?
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Salmonella, a
DEAR READER
type of bacteria,,causes salmonello.a form of acute intestinal upset.
The illness usually runs its course in
abovt two weeks; but intravenous
feedings may be required,to compensate for fluid losses from vomiting
and diarrhea..
,
Salmonellosis is contagious and is
sometimes referred to as, "food poisoning.," Some patients can be salmonella carriers; although they might
not become sick themselves, they can
spread the infection by a fecal-oral
route, particularly if they w'ork as
food handlers.

Tuesday,Sept. 2
Wednesday,Sept. 3
Mission groups are
Murray Moose Lodge
will have a business scheduled to meet at 7
Peter
meeting at 8 p.m. with p.m. at Flint Baptist
Gott, M.D.
officers to meet at 7 Church.
_
p.m.
Delta Department of
Cordelia Erwin Circle
————
Murray Woman's Club
Murray -Ca 1 lo w ay of South Pleasant Grove
suppotluck
a
will have
County Jayce'es will United Methodist
per at 2 p.m. at club meet at 7
p.m. at office Church Women will
house.
at Jaycee Fairgrounds. meet at 7 p.m. at
————
church.
————
Kappa Department of
————
A Social Security
Murray Woman's Club
Events at Memorial By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
representative will be at
'Typhoid fever is one variety of sal-.
will have -11. salad supper Miller
Courthouse An- Baptist Church will be
monella infection. "Typhoid Mary"
at 6:30 p.m. at club nex from 10 a.m. to Prayer meeting, Youth 's DEAR DR. GOTT — My jawbone is
sore, and if either my doctor or denwas the most notable carrier of salhouse.
Prayer meeting, GAs, tist knows how to treat it, they sure
noon.
monellosis. She worked as a cook in
————
RAs and Mission don't act like it. They say it's tem————
early 20th-century New York and was
Women's Guild of St.
National Scouting Friends, all at 7 p.m., poro-mandibular joint dysfunction.
responsible for several typhoid.;outLeo's Catholic Church Museum wit be open and Sanctuary Choir What can you tell me about this
breaks in the city.
will have Meetings at 10 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
problem?
practice at 8 p.m.
If you have questions about HIAa.m. and at 7 p.m. in
- DEAR READER — Temporo-man————
————
TAL HERNIA, you can get answers In
Gleason Hall.
dysfunction
is
a
dibular
joint
(TMJ)
Choir
First
of
This is last day to
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on tbe
————
enroll in regular Tues-....Presbyterian Church surprisingly common , jaw ailment
subject.
Send $1 to P.O. Box' 91428,
earache
and
causes
headache,
that
Jackson Purchase day and Thursday Will rehearse at 6:30
Cleveland,
OH 44101-3428. Be sure to
clicking when the jaw is moved. The
Doll Club is scheduled to 16-week classes for p.111.
ask for the Health Report on Hiatal
from
an
thought
to
result
condition
is
meet at noon at Sirloin credit at Murray State
— — — —
Hernia.
instability of the joint where the jawStockade.
Events at First United
C) iU6. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
University and classes
meets
the
cheek
(mandible)
bone
————
must attend on this Methodist Church will
Murray TOPS (take date. Also charges will include Covenant
off pounds sensibly) begin for drop-add pro- Prayer Group at 10
Club will meet at 7 p.m. cedures at MSU today.
a.m.; Administrative
at Calloway - County
Board Dinner at 5:30
————
Health Center.
Murray State Lady p.m. and Chancel Choir
————
Racer Volleyball team rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. wW play Southern In————
19 Order of the Rainbow diana at 7 p.m. in Racer
Tee 6 — Martha S. on Wednesday, Aug. 27,
Youth Club will meet
The women of Murray Hulse, Betty Stewart
for Girls will meet at 7 Arena, MSU. Admission at First Christian- Country Club will play and Betty Lowry;
Ryan, Rowena Cullom, have been released by
p.m. at lodge hall. .
golf on Wednesday,
Church.
Tee IA — Judy Sue Costello and Judy Latimer, hostess,
Is free.
————
as follows:
Sept. 3. Mary Frances Latimer, Inus Orr, Frances Richey;
-— — —
Free blood pressure
Events at First—Bap- Bell will be hostess and Venela Sexton and
Tee 7 — Chris
Championship flight
Orientation for
checks will be given fres/titian students ^at tist Church will include tee off will be at 9:30 Evelyn Jones;
Graham, Elizabeth — Jeriene Sullivan;
from noon to 2 p.m. at -gfurray State Universi- Children's Choirs at 6;
.30
First flight — Inns
- Tee 3 — Margaret Slusmeyer, Mary Bell
Murray Seventh-Day ty will be conducted by p.m.; Fellowship SupPersons not listed in Bhuffett, Toni Hopson, Overbey and Betty Orr;
Adventist Church, South Bonnie tligginson,ccoor
Second flight —
: per; Prayer Meeting at the lineup are asked to .Diane Villanova and Scott;
15th - and Sycamore dinator for Learning 6:45 p.m.; Adglt Choir call Mrs. Bell or come Ethelene liteenclOii;`
Ethelene McCallon;
'''''
-11
Streets.
and be paired at the tee.
Tee 4 — Faira Alex- Claypool, Marlon Pool,
Third flight — Jane
Center, at Hart Hall Cof- rehearsal at 7:45 p.m.
————
Also those listed and aner,Della Miller, Anna La V e rn e Ryan and Fitch;
fee House at 7 p.m.
Racer Club will meet
Women of Oaks Coun- unable .to play should Mary Adams and Jane Edith Garrison;
Fourth flight — Della
———
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Tee 9 — Frances Miller;
'Fitch;
Open air concert -by try Club will play golf at call Mrs. Bell.
Restaurant.
a.m. and bridge at 8:30
The lineup is #s
Low putts — Peggy
Tee 5 — Virginia Parker, Rebecca Irvan,
Andrew and the
————
follows:
.
S c hwe tt man,--Lu la—Peggy Shoemaker and Shoemaker;
Upstarts will be at 8 a.m.
Events at Calloway p.m. at Cutchin Recrea————
Tee I — Jerlene Bingham, Lois Keller Billie Cohoon.
Most fun — Marion
Public Library will in- tional Complex. AdmisWinners of golf play Pool.
Women of Murray Sullivan, Frances and Rainey Apperson;
clude Parents and Twos sion is free.
_Country Club will play
at 9:30 a,m. and Story
golf at 9:30 a.m.
————
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
Bereavement Support
at American Legion
————
-Building. South Sixth Group will meet at 9:30
Skate Night for and Maple Streets.
a.m. and 'Living With
Kentucky State Trooper Chuck Robertson,
Calloway County Band Boosters will have a
Southwest Calloway
Diabetei at 2 p.m., both
————
Elementary School will
Kentucky
car
wash on Saturday, Sept. 6, in the parking lot
public
information
officer
for
area
in
third
floor
classroom
Events in Land Betbe from 6 to 8 p.m. at ween the Lakes Will in- of Murray-Calloway State Police Post, will present two special
behind Sirloin Stockade. Hours of the wash will
Roller Skating of Mur- clude Iron Industry at County Hospital.
be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
seminars on "Home Security" on Friday, Sept.
ray. Children skate for 10:30 a.m. arid 1:30 p.m. •
____
5, at Treas Do-It Center in Be! Air Shopping
82.50 with 81 to PTA and at The Homeplace-1850.
Events at Calloway Center. The seminars will be at 9 a.m. a.nd 11
teachers and adults for
Public Library will in- an!. Trooper Robertson will be available to
————
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Coursey, 1611 Oakhill Dr.,
25 cents each.
dude Parents and Twos answer questions and will give out brochures
MI.Irr4sy, are,the parents of a daughter, Lara
Murray
-Calloway
————
concerning home security, a spokesman said.
Renee, weighing seven pounds six ounces,
County Neighborhood at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Auditions for "You
The public is invited to attend.
Hours
at
10:30
a.m.
and
measuring 1944 inches, born on Thursday, Aug.
Girl Scout Core will
Can't Take It With You"
28, at 11:17 f.m. at Murray-Calloway County
meet at 0:30 p.m. at Girl 3:30 p.m.
will be at 7 p.m. at
————
Hospital. The mother is the former Jennie Orten.
Scout cabin on Sharpe
Playhouse in, MurrayNational Scouting
They have another daughter. Shannon, 1. MaterStreet. All leaders and
Calloway County Park.
nal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
assistant leaders need Museum will be open
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Rogers of Rt. 1, FarmFor information cell
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Eaves of Rt. 8, Murray, and paternal grandto be present.
ington, are the parents of a daughter, Meagan
159-1752.
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Balentine of Rt.
————
Michelle, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces,
——
This is last day to measuring20% inches, born on Frida, Aug. 29, at
1, Almo. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Mary
Senior citizens' acSouthwestern District
Coursey of Rt 1, Almo, and the late Leon
tivities will be at 9:30 enroll in regular Mon- 10:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dental Assistants Sociea.m. at Dexter Center; day, Wednesday and The mother is the former Tammy Steele. They • Coursey, and Mrs. Otie Oliver of Princeton and
ty will meet at 7:30 p.m.
the late W.J. Oliver.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.nk at Friday 16-week classes have one son, Ryan Keith, X. Grandparents are
at West Kentucky
Hazel and Dougla's for credit at Murray Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Vocational-Technical
Centers; from 10 a.m. 16 State University and and Mr. and Mrs. Barry Steele, Murray. GreatSchool Dental'Assisting
classes must be attend- grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hill,
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove
Classroom, Paducah.
ed today. Also. this is Madison Heights, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Richard
United
Methodist Church Women will meet
Nancy Rose, Hospice
last da to change classes A. Steele, Jensen Beach, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
Wednes-day,Sept.3
Wednesday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. at the church.
Director at Murray.
from
audit
to
credit
at
FinBennie
and
Mrs.
Mayfield,
Hazel and Douglas
Rudy Rogers,
Brenda Erwin and Mildred Roberts will be proCalloway County
Centers will be open MSU.
ney, Rt. 1, Farmington.
gram leaders. Hostesses will be Mrs. Roberts
Hospital, will speak.
—
—
—
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and Mavis McCamish.
Reservntions for trip
for activities by senior
————
on
Sept.
6
td"RacerAuditions for "Buried citizens.
Southeast Missouri footLocal persons recently dismissed from
————
Child" will be at 7 p.m.
Mission groups are ball game should be Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include Verna
at Johnson Theatre,
any better ,
Murray State Universi- scheduled to meet at 7 made by today by call- Farley and Minnie Craig, both of Murray.
than we can.
ty. For information call p.m. at Cherry Corner ing Student Activities
Look to us for the quality Business InOffice at Murray State,
762-4421.
• • Baptist Church.
phone
762-6951.
————
surance coverages you-need, including
————
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Valentine, 30 Porter Court
————
Liability, Fire, Crime and special Package
Trailer Park, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Shandus Bree, weighing six pounds six
plans. Call us today.
ounces, born on Saturday, Aug. 23, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother'is the
former Kathy Porter. Grandparents are Mr. and
CLEVELAND (AP) Mrs. Kenneth Valentine of Buchanan, Tenn., and
407 Maple
— U.S. Sen. John Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Porter of Paris.
Representax7
Southside Ct. Square
a former astronaut and
753-4451
Marine combat pilot,
took to the air again as
Dr. Billy Hurt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn H.
Agents:
he flew with the Navy's Hurt of Murray, now pastor of First Baptist
Dan McNutt
Blue Angels precition Church, Frankfort, was the writer for commenBill Thurman
State Auto
flight team.
,..msurahce
taries on Sunday School lessons for July and
Pete Purdom
"I loved it," the Ohio August in the Sunday School Senior Adults bOOk,
Democrat said after publkshed by Sunday School Board of Southern
Friday's 40-minute BaptlSt Convention, Nashville, Tenn. The lessons
flight. "It's been a long were based on scriptures found in the books of
time since I had a Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Daniel of the Old Testa'chance to do a thing like ment. Dr. Hurt pastored churches in Callowaythat, so I get a big kick and Marshall Counties before going tic
out of it."
Frankfort. ,

TMJ dysfunction
can be treated

Women of Murray Country Club plan golf
Wednesday with Mary Frances Bell, hostess

e

DATEBOOK

Security seminars Friday

Car wash on Saturday

Lara R. eoursev horn

Meagan M. Rogers born

Circle plans meeting

Patients dismissed

Nobody can protect your

BUSINESS

Shandus Valentine born

Glenn flies
with Angels

PURDOM THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE

Dr. Hurt writes lessons

4.

Please Be
Patient

AREA MEETING HERE — Holly Bloodworth, Program Director at
Calloway Public Library,shows dean Cloar, right, Calloway County Extension Agent in Home Econdmics, and Dean Roper, guest program presenter
and extension agent, the display on famous Kentucky women at the library.
Representatives of area homemakers clubs attended the meeting where
they presented information on women and their contribution to Kentucky to
be presented at the individual club meetings. The exhibit was assembled by
Bloodworth and is open for the public to view at the library.

PRICE
REDUCED!
MUST SELL!
1983 Buckaneer
doublewide like
new, on 1 acre
lot with storage
building.
Phone
759-1293

For all your Travel Reservations Call

e,
Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

TUESDAY-SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 2-6

Vested Suits
$47.50
Slightly Irregular.
Also Available $5.00 Off The
Regular Price Of All Other
Slightly Irregular Suits.

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
representing
Am.rlcaI fond International Travelfirae

At New Location — East Soup' and 5th St. (Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — PhOne 241-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa a Mastercard Accepted

We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
County. We are very
excited about giving all
our county subscribers
same day delivery.
Please be patient and
work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.
If you have any questions call 753-1916.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Editor gives eyewitness account
of Sunday's California air tragedy

•

Sr •

I tried my shief photographer
(EDITOR4 NOTE: Tom Tait,
said, "What's that in the sky?"
but I coutrin't remember the
the writer of the following story,
Looking through the balloons of
number. The only number I
is editor of the Orange Coast
a car dealership I saw it looked
could
remember was AP's (ofcommerMesa,
Daily Pilot in Costa
like a jetliner, a large
fice in Los Angeles) so I called
Calif. He was taking his family
cial jetliner that was basically
there and talked to three people
to a baseball game Sunday when
falling nose down.
there. Then I got the
he saw an Aeromexico jetliner - - — My perspective was that it
photographer's number and put
plummeting to earth. Here is his
was falling belly up - that it had
the people at the paper to work.
somehow flipped over and that it
eyewitness account.)
Then we took the boys on to the
BUENA PARK,Calif.(AP —
was out of control and falling
ball game.
I was pulling off the freeway and
like a rock. All I could make out
slow
its
and
my wife, Robin, asked, "What's
was the fuselage
I couldn't describe my own
•
descent to earth.
that in the sky?" We stared at it
reaction. I was thinking about
We watched for several
and realized it was a jetliner on
who I had to call. My wife burst
its way down.
Seconds and it disappeared from into tears when we saw the
view. The next thing we saw was
We were on our way to the
smoke. The four kids in the back
(California) Angels (baseball)
a large plume of black smoke.
seat were quiet and reserved.
Then the light turned and we
game but I was going to stop at
I knew there were a lot of peomy mom's house to drop off two
drove about two blocks to my
131e involved. It was a big
of my children for her to
mother's house. Iran in the • jetliner.
house and yelled abopt there bebabysit. We were taking my son
- There was one twist, a thing
Matthew and his friend to the
ing a plane crash not far away
that didn't occur to me then.
and started making my phone
game as a birthday present for
Where the plane fell is only a
calls. I had the feeling we were
Matthew, who is 10.
couple of blocks from where I
We were on the Riverside
among the first to see it and
grew up. The single engine plane
wanted to get the Associated
Freeway and we exited at Knott.
fell into a school yard that one of
We were sitting there at the red
Press and the Daily Pilot headed
my brothers attended.
light and my wife looked up and
In that direction.

mr.• .m1
_

Ratho ihaek
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

NEW! FREE'87 Catalog! Come Get Yours!

Auto-Dialing Telephone WirelessRemoteVHSV

S
Cut 33% $80
5995
'319

Model 16 by Realistic®

DUOFON-P-145 by Radio Shack

ave

Reg. 89.95

Reg. 399.95

•11-Function Infrared Remote Control
is Front-Loading Operation•Cable Ready
Our lowest price ever for this feature-packed
VCR! Enjoy all the latest videos and P./ shows
you've been missing. #16-505

One-Touch Automatic
Dialing of Up to
32 Numbers
Lowest price ever! Monitor button for on-hook
dialing, auto-redial of last number called, programmable tone/pulse' dialing. #43-600

Batteries for remote extra

AM/FM Clock Radio

AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Chronomatico-250 by Realistic

STEREO-MATE° by Realistic

27%
I Off

Otte

1888

HALF
PRICE

•

99

Each

Twin 31/2" speakers #12-706

AM/FM Stereo Cassette

Stereo Car Cassette

239

Lowe As $20 Per
Month on CltiLine.

Digital tuning! #31-1998

Diagonally measu,er!

Reg. 99.95.

SCR-18 by

Stereo-Wide for
Lifelike Sound

Cut

25% Off

By Microntai

37%

Projects music or
voice up to 300
feet! #32-2030

Reg. 59.95
For home and car
electronics testing! #22-191

Batteries extra

Batteries extra

VoxClock'-2 by

SUPERTAPE' by Realistic

Reg. 3.50
90 Minutes

219ch

R47X1 by Realistic/Shure

119Ft9.29.95
Elliptical Diamond Stylus
Tracliitrorn 1.75 to 2.25 grams.
20-20,000 Hz response. #42-2778

Wireless FM Intercom
SELECTaCOM® by Realistic

Save
*40
5985
Reg. 99.95

IN

4

Talking Alarm Clock

Cassette Recording Tape

Each

V.,888

3788

2985

229

Auto-reverse, EO, in-dash! #12-1914

Cut
33%

Digital Multimeter

By Realistic

60 Minutes

Realistic

Record tapes off-the-air or "live"
with built-in mikes. AC/battery.
#14-788 Batteries extra

PA Musical Powerhorn

Reg. 39.95

Low As $20 Per Month
On Citilins•

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Light-Tracking Cartridge

Save Save
*40
*60
9995 5985

Reg. 159.95
Fits in your pocket! Fold-open
screen. #16-153 Batteries extra

Reg. 139.95

Low As $20 Per Month on CitILIne•

-

PocketVisiong-3 by Realistic

Worn

By Realistic

Save Save 4111111111111111111r
40 *40 • - „ - —
95 Reg. 9985
379.95

L.

.
R9.95
19

2.7" B&W Pocket TV

Batteries extra

SCR-3010 by Realistic

Low As $20 Per Month
On CitiLme•

Save $2C0 on a pair!
351/2" high. #40-2047

Stereo-Wide for
Reg. 49.95 Superior Sound

With headphones #12-119,
#33-1000 Batteries extra

No better value! #12-1557

..77,717
•

3188

Reg. Separate
Items 29.90

Backup battery extra

Optimus' T-120 by Realistic

Concertmateo by Realistic

tit V•

Reg. 29.95

Tower Speaker System

AM/FM-Stereo Portable

36%
Off

Cut 37%

2188

Battery Backup
If AC Fails

Low As $20 Per Month on CttILIne•

Micronta

Save
*800

Set of 3
No wiring—just plug into AC. and
talk! 3 channels #43-218

Scientific Calculator
EC-4014 by Radio Shack

33% Off
1595 Reg.
23.95

3185
Reg. 39.95

Reg. 4.29

It really talks! 24-hour alarm,
timer. *63-903 Batteries extra

Buy now! Hi-bias #44-940/941

Powered by Light
Has 67 functions, 9
parentheses levels.
active memory.
#65-979

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/Mak Store or Dealer Nearest You
-PROGRAMMABLE TOUCH-TONE/PULSE phones veprv on both tone and pulse hnes Therefore .n areas having Only pulse (rotary dial) lines you can sea
use services ,equinng tones like the new long-distance systems and computerized services FCC registered Not for use on party lines We service what
we set
A DIVISION OF SANDY CORPORATION
S'Rir'Fc APRIS AT PARTICIPATING STORES ARO DEALERS
•C,t,tne revolvmp Credo trom Citibank Payment may van, depending on balance

••••
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Smoke rises from a Cerritos, Calif, neighborhood where irreckage from the collision Sunday of an
Aeromexico jetliner and a small plane damaged or destroyed lehomes. Atleast two people died on the
ground in addition to all 67 aboard the planes.

Neighborhood man says the area
after air crash 'felt like Vietnam'
CERRITOS, Calif. (AP) — As
Tom Olson opened his front door
moments after an Aeromexico
jetliner and a small plane plunged into his neighborhood, he said
he nearly had a flashback from
his war days.
"It felt like Vietnam," he said.
"It felt like somebody was doing
a run on top of the houses. The
whole block was engulfed in
flames."
What Olson saw was a scene
equal to those he witnessed 20
years ago. The carnage began
two houses to the north of his.
Homes were reduced to charred
rubble. Three cars had been
burned beyond recognition and
there were bodies and parts of
bodies.
For hours after the twinengine McDonnell I5ouglas DC-9
crashed into the quiet
neighborhood, firefighters continued to spray water on the
smoking remains of houses.
Police lines at the perimeters of
the area couldn't keep all the
curious away.
The DC-9, bound for Los
Angeles from Mexico City as
Flight 498, was carrying 64 people and was making its final approach to Los Angeles International Airport when it collided
with the single-engine Piper Archer with three people on board,
said Los Angeles County
sheriff's Sgt. Mark Aguirre.
The wreckage of both aircraft
plunged to earth in the
neighborhood drawing hundreds of people to the scene.
One man who said his house

had been destroyed in the fire
started when jet parts fell on it
was inside with his wife,
daughter and one of his
daughter's friends.
"I heard the jet coming down
pretty low," Wesley Neatly said.
"There was a boom, then two or
three other booms" before the
house burst into flames. "I ran
out the back door — all this fire
was falling on me and jet fuel."
Neally said he couldn't see his
family or his daughter's friend,
so he ran back into the house and
searched each room before

Air crash... (Cont'd from page 1)
the stench was just a horrible
smell," he said. "We got to the
end of the street and there was
just flames." They helped people trying to hose their roofs.
When asked if he tried to enterany homes, he said: "We
couldn't get close to them ... we
heard screams."
At the airport, friends and
relatives were ushered into a
private area and told about the
crash.
Everyone was "crying and
waiting for word," said Garciela
Natividad of Los Angeles.
"We were praying that a car
had broken down or a taxi was
late or a seat was already filled
... that the people we love so
much had missed that plane,"
said Eduardo Juarez, who was
waiting to, pick up his daughterin-law.
The Piper crashed in an emp-

Cloudy conditions will hold
clown any rise in temperature
By The Associated Press
The cloudy conditions will
hold down any rise in
temperatures and a chance of
showers will be around for the
near future, according to the National Weather Service.
The large high pressure area
that brought record breaking
cool weather to the lower Ohio
valley last week was stationed
along the mid Atlantic coast this
morning, said forecaster
Charles Fenley. "While
temperatures were slightly
cooler than normal across Kentucky, moisture and clouds were
on the increase due to the-persistent east winds on the south side
of the high," he added.

weather systems in the
upper atmosphere helped to bring rain to large portions of Kentucky Sunday night with the
southeast receiving the greater
portion of the rain," Fenley
said. "With still more upper
level systems moving toward
the commonwealth, still more
clouds and rain are on tap for
most of the state tonight."
Most of the rain will be light,
said Fenley. "Several hours of
Tuesday will be dry, but there
will also be times with light
rain "
Clouds will also result in
moderate temperatures,
preventing any resumption of
heat and humidity for the next
few days, Fenley said.

x'.
ft
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returning to the back yard,
where he found all of them safe,
but frightened.
"Everywhere we looked there
was nothing but fire," he said.
They headed north through
the yards of neighbors, encountering another neighbor
fleeing his burning house with
his baby n his arms, before
making their way into the
streets, he said.
Monsignor Timo hy O'Connell
of St. Linus Roman Catholic
Church in Norwalk stood at the
police line nearest the smoking
hulk of the Aeromexico plane.

ty schoolyard. Witnesses said
they saw the bodies of a man,
woman and child in the
wreckage.
Smith, the Fire Department
spokesman, said one of two
cockpit voice recorders from the
jetliner had been recovered and
sent to Washington for analysis.
The Aeromexico flight
originated in MeXteiii City and
stopped at Guadalajara, Loreto
and Tijuana in Baja California
before it headed for Los
Angeles. It was on final approach when the crash
occurred.
NTSB spokesman Jeff Rich
said the smaller aircraft took off
from Torrance Airport around
11 a.m. and Was bound for Big
Bear Lake, 90 miles northeast of
downtown Los Angeles.
The planes collided at between
6,290 and 7,000 feet, but aviation
officials said they had not determined which plane was in or out
of position.
California Highway Patrol Officer Lyle Whitten said the
smaller airplane looked like a
toy as it fluttered down. "For
just a moment," Whitten said,
"I couldn't believe it was a real
airplane. But then it hit the
ground and you could see it,
wasn't a toy, and then for a moment I just wanted to cry."
Aeromexico is owned by the
Mexican government, and Sunday's crash was the second involving a national airline in five
months.
On March 31, a Mexicana
airlines Boeing 727 jet bound for
Los Angeles crashed into a
mountain 59 miles northwest of
Mexico City, killing all 167 people aboard. Nine Americans
were among the dead in Mex
ico's worst aviation disaster.
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Miirray Ledger & Times
Local 4-H members compete
at the Kentucky State Fair

Soil moisture remains short
says state ag statistic survey
Despite heavy rains in
many parts of the Commonwealth last week,
Kentucky soil moisture
remains 82 percent
short or very short, according to the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics
Survey. '
"Three Kentucky
weather reporting stations received two or
more inches of rain,"
said Agriculture Commissioner David E.
Boswell."However,five
stations reported a half
inch or less rainfall.
While the weather has
been perfect for topping
and cutting tobacco and
harvesting hay, we do
need a good,....soaking
rain in nearly every
part of the
Commonwealth."
As of Aug. 17, 69 percent of the burley crop
had been topped. This
compares with 86 percent topped at this time
last year and 68 percent
for the five-year
average. About 16 percent of the burley had
been cut by last Sunday.
This compares with 10
percent cut last year at
_thia_tirae and the fiveyear average of 2
percent.
Approximately 75 percent of the dark tobacco
crop has been topped.
About 17 percent of the
dark tobaccos have
been cut.
There are no major
problems yet with earlyhoused tobacco, according to the statistics service. The overall condition of tobacco in the
Commonwealth is rated
4 percent very poor, 16
percent poor, 67 percent

fair, 12 percent good and
1 percent excellent.
As of Aug. 1, burley
yields are, expected to
average 2,050 pounds
per acre.
Corn for grain yield
per acre is expected to
be down from last year.
This year growers are
expecting to get _88
bushels per acre, compared to 102 bushels
yielded per acre last
year.
The crop is rated 1
percent very, poor, 16
percent poor, 41 persent
fair, 40 percent good and
2 percent excellent by
reporters for the
statistics service.
Development of the
corn crop continues
ahead of normal with 90
percent of the acreage
in the dough or beyond
stage. Sixty-four peroent of the acreage has
reached the dent or
beyond stage.
With 23 percent of the
crop mature or
harvested, harvest activity will be picking up.
This compares with 9
percent of the crop at
this stage a year ago
'and 1 percent at this
stage for the five-year
average.
Corn for grain harvest
is 2 percent complete for
the state, and silage
harvest is also underway in many areas.
Some fields originally
intended for grain will
be cut for silage because
of dry conditions..
Soybeans-continue to
benefit from any rainfall. The condition of the
crop was rated 1 percent
very poor, 5 percent

poor, 30 percent fair, 63
percent good and 1 percent excellent.
-Beans are blooming
or beyond on 83 percent
of the acreage, and pods
are setting on 41 percent
of the acreage.
Soybeans yields are
currently expected to
average 28 bushels per
acre, down from the.34
bushels per acre
harvest last year.
Hay and pas_ture
acreage is reported in
mostly poor to fair condition. Some cattlemen
are already feeding hay
although hay yields will
be reduced by the dry
weather.
Sorghum continues to
be rated in mostly fair
condition by the
statistics service.

Calloway County High School Horticulture students attended the 1986 Kentucky State Fair, August 17-19.in Louisville. The students participated in FFA
sponsored Horticulture Judging Contests. From the left, Marla Arnett, Ginger
Evans and Valerie Gilbert placed fifth in the state in Floriculture Judging.
Regina Herndon, Gina Williams and Shawn Alexander placed second in the
State Nursery Judging Contest. They were defeated by the previous years
winner, Oldham County WS.,by 35 points out of a possible 2100 points in the
contest. Both Horticulture Contests involves plant identification, a written
test, five classes of plants to be placed and a practicum. The students were
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Potts.

Farm activist says beans not only issue in campaign
CREVE COEUR, Mo. (AP) - Congressional
candidate Wayne Cryts, under fire for collecting
twice on soybeans he removed from a banktupt
elevator in 1981, would like to debate his
November opponent on,the issue.
- "I can defend my positions," said Cryts, a
Democrat, during news conferences he held last
week at Cape Girardeau and in St. Louis County.
By contrast, he asserted, 8th District Republican
Bill Emerson "is in an indefensible position"
with his congressional record.
Cryts, while addressing the issue of money he
received for the 32,000 bushels of soybeans he
originally stored in an elevator at Ristine, accused Emerson of attempting "to divert this campaign from the real issues."
He labeled Cape. Girardeau lawyer John L.
Oliver, who last week provided information on
the soybean transactions, an Emerson financial
supporter. Revelations of the transactions, Cryts
contended,"made it look like something that has
just come to the surface, when it's always been
there for five years,"
•

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Production of broiler
chickens, the kind most
familiar to consumers,
is rising again this'year
and will continue movaccording
ing up in
to AgricUlture Depart-

11097,

Cryts on Feb. 16, 1981, led a raid on a bankrupt
elevator to remoye soybeans on which he had
already received a $143,000. government price
support loan.
He transferred the grain to an elevator at Bernie that was solvent.-Five-months later,- after a
federal bankruptcy judge in Arkansas, called
loans on the grain that had been stored at
Ristine, he removed the beans from the Bernie
elevator and sold them for $180,000.
Cryts, a Puxico farm activist, reiterated last
week that he he tried three times - twice the
week of the first raid and once the day of the second raid - to play off the price support loan but
was refused by government officials.
"Had they accepted the moneyfor their loan, I
would have only been paid once," he said.
"There is nothing you can do when they are not
accepting payment for them."
Cryts acknowledged that the soybgan topic is a
-legitimate issue in his campaignagainst Emerson but said there are other issues as well that
deal with foreign trade, agriculture, the federal

budget and the farm economy.
He said Emerson voted to give $100 million to
support rebels i1 Nicaragua but voted against
$95 million for the Small-Business Administration. He also criticized the incumbeht congressman's alleged support of aid to -former
Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos and said
Emerson voted for the 1985 farm bill, which he
termed a disaster.
Pt spokesman for Emerson said the incumbent
has always debated his election opponents and
that arrangements were being made to stage
debates in Rolla, Cape Girardeau, Kennett and
Flat River.
The spokesman said he was unable to find any
votes Emerson cast in support of aid to Marcos
and was looking into the $95 million for the SBA
mentioned by Cryts. He said 4th District
Missouri Congressman Ike Skelton, a Lexington
Democrat, also supported the aid to Nicaraguan
rebels and that the 1985 farm bill supported by
Emerson contained features favored by 8th
District farmers.

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Farm income
estimates issued by the
Agriculture Depart--ment aii-Once again
under fire, this time
from Sen. Tom Harkin,
who says he is skeptical
of some of the rosy interpretations by agency
economists.
Harkin, D-Iowa, has
asked for a General Accounting Office investigation of the
methods and possible
motives of the department's Economic
Research Service, the
agency responsible for
the income estimates.
The request for a GAO
probe was welcome
news to Richard
Simunek, who quit his
job last fall after 14
years as an economist
with the agency.
Simunek said he resigned because he disagreed
with some of the
methods ERS used to
compute farm income
and the refusal by his
superiors to approve a
system of his own.
"I hope the 'filmes are
put on the table so
everyone can judge for
themselves," Simunek
said Thursday when
asked for reaction to
Harkin's GAO request.

However, he refused
to comment on whether
he had been in contact
with Harkin or his staff
about his complaints.
Simunek now publishes
his own farm income
newsletter in
Washington.
Sally Michael, a
spokeswoman for Assistant Secretary Robert
L. Thompson, who
oversees US•DA
economic operations, including ERS, said there
would be no comment
until Harkin's request
has been studied.

WASHINGTON (AP)The tax plan waiting
final congressional approval will force
farmers to pay higher
taxes while facing the
most severe financial
crunch in half a century,
the National Association
of Wheat Growers says.
"Tax reform means
tax hike to farmers,"
association president
Bud Leuthold said
Wednesday. "Many of
the most important
features of the tax code
for farm businesses
have been repealed, including the investment
tax credit and income
averaging."
Farmers have been
told they must become
more efficient to compete on world markets,
but the tax bill agreed to
by House -and Senate
conference negotiators
Is sending the opposite
signal to producers, he
said in a statement.

Is up about 4 percent
ment econornists.
Last year, a record 4.5 from a year ago. In the
billion broilers were fourth quarter, output
produced,a 5 percent in- might be up 6 percent
crease from 1984. The from the year-earlier
department's Economic level.
Research Service says - The broiler surge,
productionthis summer. despite this summer's
drought and heat wave
in the Southeast where
much of the industry is
located, is expected to
continue 7 percent
above year-earlier production levels at least

"See me forall
yourfamily
insurance needs.

19

Jane
Rogers

through the first quarter
of 1987.
Production has been
goaded upward by some
of the best prospects the
broiler induitry has
seen in years, according
to USDA economist
Allen Baker. Feed costs
are lower and will edge
down further as reduced
federal price supports
take hold with the advent of this fall's crop
production.

Onduline*
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

•••

4

4

Ag Brokers
Custom Spreading Service
•Ag Lime
•Stac-Dust Spreading
*Seed Wheat & Spreading
All sales earn points
toward vacation
For all your Fall spreading &
seed needs see Ag Brokers
Industrial Road

753-4533

•

- \\••••

'
_

*Con, be installed directly over old
roofing
•Corrugated Asphalt Roofing
'Limited Lifetime Warranty
$9.47
Per Sheet

$35.99
Mat. Sq.

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Appliance Buying
and Use Tips.FREE!
can save

you money when you
These free booklets
buy and use electric appliances.
See how to choose the appliance that'best meets your needs
for service, convenience, and economy. Each booklet includes
a ''Comparison Checklist" that will help you compare prices,
features and operating costs before you buy.
The booklets contain information on energy features, selection
tips, economical operation, and questions you should ask to
help you make a wise buying decision. Best of all, the
booklets are yours for the asking.

PIP

Just call or stop by for your free
copies of these money-saving
buying and use tips.

753-9627
201 S 6th

Like a good neighbor,
Stare Farm IS there

Siate

Leuthold added,
"Investing in new and
more modern- equipment is going to be
much more costly, and
farmers won't even be
able to redeem investment credits they've
earned but haven't been
able to claim because of
low income."
Leuthold said the tax
plan disregards the importance of farmers to
the nation's economy
and added that he hoped
harmful provisions
could be corrected
before farmers pay
their tax ills next year.

•

Southern States

Farmers to pay higher
taxes under new plan,
according to growers

Income estimate under fire

-

Sixteen members of Evans and Valerie
the Calloway County Gilbert placed fifth in
Chapter of Future the state Floriculture
Farmers of America judging contest.
participated in the State
Jerry Lowery, Greg
FFA contests at the Futrell and Rodney
Kentucky State Fair Jones placed fifth in the
August 18-19.
.State Meats Judging
The Chapter Tobacco Contest.
Grading team placed
Brian Rudolph.
:
first in the State Air
Jackie Tocker-sand
Cured tobacco grading
Charles Rob Hoke parcontest and second in
_• ticipated in the state
the state. Fire-Cured
Livestock judging
grading. Jerry Lowery
contest.
was high individual
Jeff Puckett parscorer in Air-Cured and
Tracy Scott was high in- ticipated in the state
dividual in. Fire-Cured. Tobacco Auctioneering
Barry 'Paschall placed contest and Jon Colhigh for the team in emana,„participated in
Burley tobacco grading. the stale seed identificaghawn Alexander-, tion contest.
The members were
Regina Herndon and
Gina Williams placed accompanied to the
second in the state state contests by
Nursery Jtici-ging Chapter Advisors Larry
Gilbert and Jamie
contest.
Marla Arnett, Ginger Potts.

ChickelA production is on the rise

Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Source: Tobacco Growers'
Information Committee
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West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.,
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Connors loses
in third round

LSU
coach
beats
Kite
00,

7-

• __

_BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
(AP)- It was a victory
that could be quite
beneficial for Buddy
Alexander's golf program at Louisiana State
University.
"I hope it will help,
but I didn't come here to
enhance my golf program at LSU," the
coach of the Tigers said
Sunday after beating
Chris Kite 5 and 3 to capture the 86th U.S.
Amat-eur
Championship.
"I was here this week
as a competitor much,1
more than as a coach,"
he said. "I'm just
another amateur golfer
this week."
The former pro, who
had his amateur Status
reinstated on July 24,
had a 2-up advantage
during the morning
round in which neither
competitor played
especially well over the_
6,981-yard; par-72 Shoal_
Creek course.
However, both had it
going in the scheduled
18-hole afternoon round,
with Alexander going to
six under when his
seven-foot uphill putt
fell for a birdie 3 that
closed the match on the
15th green.
Kite, 22, the No. 1
player on Wake Forest's
national collegiate
championship team this
year, was two under
over those final 15 holes.
Alexander reaps the
spoils of the Amateur
crown - a spot in next
year's U.S. Open, a
possible spot on the U.S.
Walker Cup team, an invitation to next year's
Masters and a spot in
the British Amateur.

Stan photo b3 Rent Bro.n

Calkrivay County's Bobby Allen tackles Murray's Rodney The Lakes host Daviess County this Friday, while the Tigers
Skinner during the bikers' 9-7 victory Friday night at CCM. travel to Reidland.

Houston's Davis injures back in warmups
(AP) - The biggest
loss the Houton Astros
suffered over the
weekend might not have
been one of the, two
blowouts to the Pittsburgh Pirates.
During Sunday's 8-2
defeat at the hands of
Pittsburgh, the Astros
lost the services of first
baseman Glenn Davis,
who leads the team in
home runs and runs batted in.
Davis hurt his hack in
pregame wannups and
hadto leave the game in
the fourth inning. He
will remain in Houston
for X-rays today while
the team travels to
Chicago.
The weekend Was one
big problem for the
Astros, who gave up 21
runs and 29 hits in\two
days to the last-plkf

YEAR END SALE

2.9%
*A.P.R. 36 Months G.M.A.C. Approved
Financing or 4.8% 48 Months

S-15 Pockup Club Coupe

team in the National
League East.
Despite the loss, the
Astros maintained a
seven-game lead over
Cincinnati in the NL
West, and PiratesManager Jim Leyland
said he thought Houston
was capable of winning
the division and the
league playoffs.
In the rest of the National League, it was St.
Louis 9, Cincinnati 3;
Los Angeles 7, New
York 4; San Diego 4,
Montreal 1 ;
Philadelphia 4, San
Francisco 3, and Atlan-

tory and major leagueta 4. Chicago 3.leading 16th complete
Cardinals 9, Reds 3
Terry Pendleton had genie.
The Mets saw a five'three hits, including a
triple, scored three game winning streak
times and had two RBI end but still lead
-In St. Louis' biggest run- Philadelphia by 19
scoring effort in 38 games in the NL East.
Padres 4,Expos 1
games.
Kevin McReynolds
tincinnati now has
lost two in a row after and Tony Gwynn drove
winning six straight in in two runs each for the
Padres. McReynolds
pursuit of Houston.
had a solo homer, his
Dodgers 7, Mete;4
Fernando Valenzuela '20th, and an RBI infield
beat the Meth for the hit. Gwynn drove in both
first time in three deci- of his runs with a thirdsions this year, scatter- inning double.
ing nine hits for his
Phillies 4,Giants 3
Juan Samuel hit a
league-leading 17th vic-

Moseby helps Jays win 8th straight
(AP) - The Yankees
made a run at Boston
and fell back; Detroit

P

The Blue Jays won
threatened and fell"
back. Now it's Toronto's their eighth straight
game, defeating the
turn.
Minesota,Twins 7-5 on a
Sunday that also saw
DOVE SEASON OPENS
the Red Sox defeat
Cleveland, 4-3.
SEPT. ST
"I think Boston is feeling like we were last
year when we were
three or four games
up," said Lloyd Moseby,
Everything for the
who hit a grand slam for
Dove Hunter
Toronto. "They have to
keep playing ball and
say to themselves,
RWS Gamester Shotgun
'They have to catch us,
Shells
we don't have to eatch
•12 or 20 gauge
them."
In other American
•71/2or 8 shot
League games, CaliforSpecial
Ma took a 5%-game lead
In the West by beating
$399
Detroit 5-3 as Texas lost
Box
to Chicago, 3-1 Kansas
City beat Milwuakee 6-1,
Shotgun
Oakland shut out
Baltimore 7-0 and SeatReloading
tie beat New York 6-2 in
Supplies
Sunday's other action,
•
••

••••••••
I••••••
%F.

We've Got It AM

ow

•••••

•Shot 'Powder
'Primer 'Wads
'•Win.AA Empties

Hunting Vests
Stara Clas'sic

with gamebag and shell loops

Men's & Boy's

'1399

Starting at

Also,camo t-shirtx,
hats, shell belts.
& dove stools

,40

Clay Pigeons
(Orange dome)
135 to a case

$697

Also,Mechanical
Target Throwers- $4797
Thriows doubles

Lee Load - All
Shotgun Reloader

Trucks-Trailers
-Buses, Inc.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372
- Jack Foley - Ben Nix - Don McCord -

$3695

Complete with all the
necessary pr wcier AL shot bushings

MC
TRUCK

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Hwy. 641 South

the ball to Moseby and
on the next pitch, there
goes. your four-run
lead."
Angels 5,Tigers 3
California Won its
seventh_ straight, cornpleting its first fourgame sweep of Detroit
ever.
The winning streak is
the Angels' longest
since May 1983 and left
them with their biggest
lead of the season, 5%
games over Texas.
Chicago 3,Texas 1
Richard Dotson, 9-13,
limited Texas to four
singles in 7 1-3 innings,
striking out 10 batters a career high.
The White Sox won only the second of their 13
games with Texas this
year.
Royals 6,Brewers 1
Steve Balboni hit a
single, double and his
first triple since Aug. 28,
1985 and Scott
Red Sox 4,Indians 3
Bankhead, 8-7, pitched
Mel Hall let Don six-hit ball for eight
Baylor's fly to right innings.
field fall in for a single
Lonnie Smith had four
with two outs in the of the Royals' 17 hits.
ninth inning, bringing
A's 7, Orioles 0
Wade Boggs home with
Joaquin Andujar pitthe winning run.
ched a five-hitter for his
"They usually play first AL shutout while
me to pull the ball and I -Jose "Canseco and
was just hoping it would Carney Lansford
find a spot," Baylor said homered. Andujar, 8-6,
after his 13th game- allowed only singles, let
winning RBI of the year. only two runners to
Blue Jays 7,Twins5
ireach second base and
Trailing 4-0, Toronto walked only one batter.
tied the game in the
The Orioles lost five of
third on Moseby's se- six games in the
cond career grand slam. weekend series in
Minnesota starter Mark Oakland.
Portugal 'walked the
Mariners 6, Yankees 2
first three batters, then
Jim Presley and
Minnesota Manager Harold Reynolds drove
Ray Miller visitird the in two runs apiece and
mound.
Mike Moore pitched a
"I told him 'Just ex- nine-hitter with 10
ecute good pitches,' " strikeouts as Seattle
Miller said. "He threw defeated New York.

Royals call up Jackson,
,
as rosters expand to 40

12 or 20 gauge

S 15 kruny

one-out homer in the
seventh inning to break
a 3-3 tie and give the
Phillies a three-game
sweep of the Giants. It
was, the fifth straight
victory for the Phillies
and their 11th in 14
games.
Braves 4,Cubs 3
Pinch-hitter Ted Simmons hit a 1-2 pitch from
reliever Lee Smith into
the right-field seats
lead off the bottom of
the ninth inning and
boost Atlanta -over the
Chicago Cubs. Simmons
was hitting for winning
pitcher Jeff Dedmon.

Murray

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP)- Bo Jackson, the
Heisman Trophy winner
who spurned fortune in
the NFL and found fame
In baseball's minor
leagues, is to join the
Kansas City Royals
today.
Jackson was to be ad-

ded as major league
rosters are allowed to
expand to 40, team officials said Sunday.
After a 4-for-45 start,
Jackson batted .338 at
Memphis, finishing with
a .277 average, seven
homers and 25 runs batted in.

,

"•••••• •

NEW YORK (AP)
fidence in singles on the
It wasn't_ supposed to satellite tour and
happen this way.
through his -Success in
Jimmy Connors, the doubles.
highest-rated American
The other remaining
tennis player in the Americans are Aaron
world, the sixth seed at Krickstein, Dan Goldie,
the U.S. Open - which "-Tim Wilkison and Matt
he has won five times - Anger.
at least should have
Tom Gullikson, at 34,
been in the tournament was playing in his final
semifinals. He always tour event and was the
is.
oldest player remaining
Not this time, thanks in the field. He lost to
to Todd Witsken, the o. Anger. On match point,
84 player in- the rank- his forehand down the
ings, who knocked Jim- line was called good by
bo out of the national the linesman but was
championship 6-2, 6-4, overruled by the chair
7-5 Sunday. It was the umpire, Joyce Johnson
first year since 1974 that of Evansville, Ind.
Connors did not get to
As Gullikson screamthe Open's final four.
ed in horror and raced
"Flat as day-old to the other side of the
beer," was how Connors net to show where the
described hii perfor- ball landed,Johnson left
mance on a day in which the chair and walked off
No. 13 Anders J-arryd of the court to a storm of
Sweden also was boos from the grandseliminated by an tand crowd.
unheralded American "It's a terrible way to
Gary Donnelly. "I end m.y career,"
haven't been' flat very Gullikson said.
often in my career. It
The surviving men's
was just one of those seeds on Sunday were
days."
No. 2 Mats Wilander of
Today, the feature Sweden, No. 3 Boris
matches included top- Becker of West Gerseed'Martina inany, No. 7 Joalilm
Navratilova against No. Nystrom of Sweden and
11 Gabriela Sabatini of No. 16 Miloslav Mecir of
Argentina, followed by Czechoslovakia. •
--T'v a n Len dl-o,f
Wilander beat Christo
Czechoslovakia, the van Rensburg of South

Krickstein beats Purcell
Mel Purcell fell to Aaron Krickstein of Grosse
Pointe, Mich.,6-3, 6-2, 6-1 in the third round of the
U.S. Open Tennis Championships.
men's No. 1, vs. No. 15
Brad Gilbert.
Connors staved off
five match points in the
final game, but Witsken
clinched the match with
a superb backhand drop
shot and then by forcing
Connors to hit long.
Witsken, in his first
Open, took advantage of
Connors' problems
returning serves, usually Connors' strength. .
And the Carmel, Ind.,
native was not intimidated by playing
what he called "a
legend."
"It takes more than
one good tournament to
establish yourself and to
feel that you belong in
the top ranks," said Witsiren, a 6-3, 6-0 loser to
Connors when they met
In Fort Myers, Fla., in
March. "I'm getting
there and I feel more
comfortable. It's just a
matter of time."
Donnelly and Witsken
joined five other
Americans in the final
16, but only Gilbert is
seeded.
Donnelly, of Scottsdale, Ariz., is best
known as a doubles
player - he teamed
with Peter Fleming to
make the finals at
Wimbledon -this year.
But he found some con'

Africa 5-7, 6-3, 6-4, 6-4.
Becker defeated Sergio
Casal of Spain 7-5, 7-4,
6-2, and Nystrom surged
back for a 5-7, 4-6, 6-3,
6-0, 6-2 win over Eric
Jelen of West Germany.
Mecir eased past Eddie
Edwards of South
Africa 6-0, 6-3, 6-3.
Chris Evert Lloyd led
a surge of women's
seeds. The secondranked Lloyd, seeking
her seventh Open
crown, routed Miry Joe
Fernandez 6-4, 6-2.
Defending champion
Hana Mandlikova of
Czechoslovakia, the
fourth seed, ripped Elna
Reinach of South Africa
6-4, 6-2.
Helena Sukova,
Mandlikova's countrywoman and the
seventh seed, crushed
Lisa Bonder 6-2, 6-0;
Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of
West Germany, seeded
sixth, defeated Jo Dune
of Britain 6-2, 6-3; No. 9
Manuela Maleeva of
Bulgaria ousted Camille
Benjamin 7-6, 6-3; No. 12
Zina Garrison had no
trouble with Melissa
Gurney in a 6-3, 6-2 victory, and No. 14
Catarina Lindqvist of
Sweden came back for a
3-6, 6-2, 6-0 triumph over
Tine Scheuer-Larsen of
Denmark.

Hulbert edges buddy with bird
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(AP) - Joey Sirdeiar
saw his victory in the
Federal Express St.
Jude Classic slip away
when Mike Hulbert holed a one-foot birdie putt
on the last hole, yet his
joy was almost as great
as the winner's.
"We talked about being together at the end,"
Sindelar, who finished
one stroke behind
Hulbert, said Sunday as
his boyhood friend was
collecting the first-place
check of 2105,912.
"I know all the folks
at home are excited
because they've been
waiting for us to do
something on the tour,"
he said.
Hulbert, one of four
golfers tied for the lead
entering the final round,
had a final-round 69
over the par -72,
7,282-yard Colonial
Country Club course
and finished at 8-underpar 280 for the 72 holes.

Hulbert suffered consecutive bogeys ottre
front nine after sinking
a 12-foot birdie putt on
No. 2. He added =Miler
birdie on No. 9 by sinking a 15-foot putt and
dropped a 13-footer on
No. 16 to tie Sindelar at
seven under.
On the par-5, 548-yard
18th, Hulbert was in the
right rough, 125 yards
from the green. He hit a
9-iron that bounced once
and rolled to within 12 _
inches of the cup.
He said he wasn't nervous as he putted for the
victory.
"I felt fine," he said.
"It was nice and short ...
I *could see Joey in the
background and he was
happy as a lark - and
then it was over."
Sindelar, who grew up
with Hulbert in
Horseheads, N.Y., was
waiting near the 18th
green for what appeared to be a certain
playoff.

•
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Landry relieved, scared by Cowboys

•

pleted five of nine
passes for 60 yards and
also scrambled three
times for 32 yards.
Giants 17, Steelers 3
New York welcomed
running back Joe MorThe Bills outgained ris back and he respondthe Bears 440-319 overall ed with a solid perforand 205-78 on the Nance against
"You are always conground, but a 21-point Pittsburgh.
cerned when you go
Morris, a holdout until
On Friday, it was burst in the second
0-5," Landry said
two
by
middle of last week,
aided
the
quarter,
Bay
21,
Tampa
Miami
of
most
Walker saw
by Walter scored the Giants' first
his action in the second 3, Washington 29, Atlan- touchdowns
half, rushing for 40 ta 21; Detroit 30, Clncin= Payton and a Buffalo touchdown and finished
a kickoff, car- with. 53 yards on 11
yards on 10 carries and nati 20; Denver 19, Loa_ fumble on
to victory.' carries.
ried
Chicago
10;
Rams
San
Angeles
for
catching one pass
Patriots 16, Packers 9
The Bills used $8
Francisco 21, Seattle...A;
nine yards
New England quarterquarterrookie
million
24,
San
Diego
St.
and
4-0
The Oilers finished
Kelly for' the back Tony Eason's fiveback
Jim
17.
Louis
their
play,
exhibition
in
first time in the yard touchdown pass to
Bears 31, Bills 17
first unbeaten
Chicago controlled the preseason and he corn- Stanley Morgan with
preseason since 1965
S:03 left broke up a battle of field goals, three
by each team.
The Patriots played
cautiously, with 10
players injured before
the game and four more
hurt against the
Packers.
DARLINGTON, S.C. win here," Richmond first turn seconds Gant won from the pole
Saints 13, Chiefs 10
in 1984.
(AP) — Tim Richmond said after winning his earlier.
Bobby Hebert, dazed
Richmond, who won
Elliott, the 1985
may want to cut the fifth race this year. "It's
by a hard hit moments
of the $477,000
$60,055
winner
just
500
I
feeling.
Southern
special
a
cards he's dealt when he
earlier, hurled a 41-yard
five
leading
after
whose victory a year purse
races at Darlington In- can't believe it."
pass to Eric
touchdown
The victory did ago earned him a $1 different times for 168 Martin on a fourthternational Raceway
Allison
Bobby
beat
nothing to change Rich- million bonus, had taken laps,
next year.
and-18 play with 27
mond's view of the the lead when Bodine by 2.3 seconds in a race seconds left, givirriNew
After winning the
rain
twice.
by
pole, the first hand 1.366-mile track that ran out of gas on lap 352 delayed
Orleans a victory over
The victory kept RichRichmond received was was carved out of a cot- of the 367-lap event.
Kansas City.
Ohio,
Elliott hit the wall in mond, of Ashland,
a 2 hour and 16 minute ton field.
Hebert, who relieved
"This is my favorite the first turn, sending in third place in the starting quarterback
rain delay. Later he was
dealt a battle with his race track prior to to- sparks and tire smoke Winston Cup standings Dave Wilson in the seteammate Geoff Bodine day, and it still is. If I flying. The crash slowed with 3,095 points, 223 cond half, was 4-for-7 for
and late-race threats by had my druthers, I'd the Dawsonville, Ga., points behind Ear- 77 yards in the 86-yard
Bill Elliott and Dale want to win the native enough for Rich- nhardt and 114 behind drive that resulted in
Southern 500 at Darl- mond to close and take Darrell Waltrip.
Earnhardt.
New Orleans' winning
Waltrip finished fifth,
But Richmond didn't ington on Labor Day," the win seven laps later.
touchdown.
while Earnhardt was
fold, overcoming the he said.
Vikings 23, Colts 20
Richmond, who one lap down in ninth.
Richmond, who's won
cards he received on the
Minnesota's Chuck
mph,
121.068
A record eight drivers
oldest and — some say five of the last 11 races averaged
failed to
straight were on the lead lap at Nelson, who
— toughest stock car on the Winston Cup cir- was the third
job in a tryout sesa
win
capture
to
the finish, and there
racetrack in the country cuit, passed Elliott on pole-winner
sion with Indianapolis in
to win the SoUthern 500 the front straightaway the Southern 500, which were 16 lead changes .1984, kicked a 23-yard
nearin
among nine drivers. —
after Elliott was slowed ended Sunday
on Sunday.
field goal, his third of
did it
The race had 12 cau"You feel like you've by damage caused when darkness. Elliott
the night, to end the
Harry
tions for 79 laps.
beat the odds when you he hit the wall in the last year and
game at 2 : 2 2 of
ovetl-time.
The Vikings
dominated in total yardage, outgaining the
Colts 513-165i but had to
The 24-year-old llth time in his career, rally from a 20-10
LEXINGTON, Ohio what happened," said
March became just ahead of Guerrero halftime deficit.
driver's
on
for
(AP) — Bobby Rahal Sullivan, who held
and sailed up- and Sullivan.
airborne
and
finish
third-place
a
so
being
to
Isn't used
Rahal
beneath a
side
down
close to the point lead now trails Andretti, who
as he averaged
$57,910
before
abutment
bridge
one.
by
97
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has
the
season.
in
this late
mph in his se103.430
ground.
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to
slamming
Rahal's hard-earned "The engine cut out like
victory on
straight
cond
savageness
the
Despite
or
fuel
had
electrical
it
the
in
Sunday
victory
2.4-mile,
Mid-Ohio's
a
Garza,
crash,
the
of
Escort Radar Warning problems."
circuit.
15-turn
500
Indianapolis
former
pitted,
Sullivan
When
the
Mid-Ohio
at
200
Michael Andretti, who
Sports Car Course left Roberto Guerrero of rookie of the year, came
with Al Unser
tangled
broken
only
a
with
away
se-into
moved
Colombia
the
place
in
him in fifth
Jr. in an incident that
CART-PPG standings, cond place and, after left thigh.
The last seven laps of slowed both of them on
but just 11 points behind Rahal was held up by
slower traffic on the the race were run under lap 36, wound up 10th
leader Mario Andretti.
"It's been a pretty next two laps, Guerrero the caution flag, with and remained third in
darn good season," moved right up behind Rahal taking. the the standings with 94
checkered flag for the points.
Rahal, who earlier this the leader
But the young Colomyear won the Indianapolis 500 and a bian, still looking for his
road race at Toronto, first Indy-car victory,
said. "It seems like never got a chance to
everywhere we've gone, test Rahal because the
only full-course caution
we've run well.
"Obviously, I feel a lot flag of the day came out
better now than I did on lap 78 when Josele
before today (about the Garza of Mexico
point race)," added crashed.
Garza, trying to pass
Rahal, who began Sunday's 84-lap, 200-mile Randy Lewis at the end
(AP) — It was an one touchdown.
race trailing Andretti by of the main
"We moved the ball
debut for the
auspicious
straightaway, touched
21 points.
of when we had to," said
contingent
Florida
tire,
left-front
Lewis'
Danny
chased
Rahal
Florida quarterback
Sullivan for nearly 60 veered right and crash- the Top 20.
of Kerwin Bell, who passSaturday
first
The
the
through
ed
viciously
sudlaps before Sullivan
football ed for three touchdowns
denly faltered on lap 75. steel guardrail at about the 1986 college
three and ran for another.
only
saw
season
110
mph.
"We're not really sure
"I have to give Toledo
ranked teams in The
Associated Press poll. a lot of credit," Florida
Pick of the crop
All of them were from State Coach Bobby
Florida and all won Bowden said. "They
came down here and we
Two current Bears were drafted in the first round
handily.
using picks bbtained from other teams; three other
No. 3 Miami defeated had every advantage.
Bears drafted that way .nade it to the Hall of Fame
South Carolina 34-14, They didn't have a
No. 11 Florida State single one."
Whose pick
Year
Player
In other games Saturblanked Toledo 24-0 and
Tampa Bay
Willie Gault
1963
No. 13 Florida bombed day, it was Louisiana
Tampa Bay
Dan Hampton
'79
Georgia Southern 38-14. Tech 22, Tulsa 17;
Pittsburgh
"I think we're just go- Texas-El Paso 64, NorDick
Butkus
--- . .'65
to get better and bet- thern Michigan 29; Air
ing
Pittsburgh
Bobby Layne
- _ 948
ter each week," said Force 24, Hawaii 17;
Pittsburgh
Sid Luckman
139
Miami quarterback Vin- Angelo State 20, New
ny Testaverde, who Mexico State 14; and
- n: . ....
•,11t, -KP
completed 17 of 30 Nevada-Reno 49, Fuller,it. di'•••• ,_*•.../;
0
passes for 231 yards and ton State 3.
. r ;T
," .
\* •

( AP) — Tom Landry
saw enough of the
Dallas Cowboys in their
last preseason game to
both relieve and scare
him.
On the plus side, Landry saw the arrival of
USFL superstar
Herschel Walker and
the Cowboys outgain the
undefeated Houston
Oilers 381 yards to 227.
On the minus side,
however, the Cowboys'
coach saw his team lose
to Houston 17-14 Saturday night. It was their
fifth straight defeat and
their first winless
preseason since 1962.
Even worse, he saw

four lost fumbles, including one at the
Houston 9-yard line by
quarterback Danny
White as Dallas drove
for the potential winning
touchdown with 1:22
left.

In other preseason
finales Saturday, it was
Chicago 31, Buffalo 17;
New York Giants 17,
Pittsburgh 3; New
England 16, Green Bay
9; New Orleans 13, Kansas City 10 and Minnesota 23, Indianapolis
20 in overtime.

Rahal cuts into Andretti's lead

le
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scoreboard, but Bears
Coach Mike Ditka was
unhappy with the way
Buffalo pushed around
the defending Super
Bowl champions.

Richmond overcomes had cards,
registeks 5th Winston Cup victory
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct
L
W
585
54
76
Boston
557
58
73
Toronto
534
61
70
New York
515
64
68
I ietrolt
500
65
65
Baltimore
496
ile
65
Cleveland
496
65
64
Milwaukee
West Divrtion
569
56
74
California
527
69 62
Texas
.462
70
60
Kansas City
462
71
61
(hikland
.439
74
58
Seattle
.434
73
54
Chicago
.423
75
55
Minnesota
Saturday's Games
Boston 7, Cleveland 3
Toronto R. Minnesota 1
Baltimore 5, Oakland 4
Texas 6, Chicago 2
Kansas City 10. Milwaukee 1
Seattle '1. New York 0. 1st
New York 3. Seattle 0. 2nd game
California 5, Detroit 4
Surtijag's Games
Boston 4. Cleveland 3
Toronto 7, Minnesota 5
Chicago 3. Texas 1
Kansas City 6, Milwaukee 1
Oakland 7. Baltimore 0
California 5. Detroit 3
Seattle 6. New York 2
Monday's Games
Cleveland (Swindell 0-,11 at Toronto 4Key 11-9i
Milwaukee (Nieves 10-7 i at Minnesota I Heaton 5-121
Baltimore (Flanagan 7-81 at California (Witt 1641
Detroit Morris 15-8) at Seattle , Morgan 9-141
Texas (Correa 8-11) at Bosten (Hurst 8-71. (n)
Chicago I Bannister 8-101 at Kansas City I Leibrandt
11-101, ln
New York (Tewksbury 6-4, or Armstrong 0-01 at
Oakland (Krueger 0.1) n )
TUeSday's Games
Cleveland at Toronto, In I
Texas at Boston i iii
Chicago at Kansas Cit,) n
Milwaukee at Minnesota n
Detroit at Seattle, in
New York at Oakland. ,n
Baltimore at California. In)
— — —

New York
Philadelphia
St Louis
Montreal
Chicago
Pittsburgh

53

43
62
65
65
75
78

669
523
5130
488
423
411

57
64
65

562
7
.508
8
500
477 11
473 114
466 124

19
22
234
32
334

West Boylston
73

Houston
Cincinnati
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Atlanta
San Diego

88
65
62
61
61

68
68
70

753-8355

—77.7

saturflay s Games•
New York 6, Los Angeles 3
Atlanta 4, Chicago 3
Montreal 10. San Diego 1, ist game
San Diego 5. Montreal 4. 2nd game
GB
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco 3
St Louis 5, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh IS. Houston 3
64
Sunday's Games
9
San Diego 4, Montreal 1
11
Lou Angeles 7. New York 4
114
Philadelphia 4, San Francisco 3
,
11,
St Louis 9, Cincinnati 3
Atlanta 4, Chicago 3
—
Pittsburgh 8. Houston 2
54
Monday's Games
14
San Francisco IDowns l-4i at New York (Fernand.,
14
15-4,
17
Houston (Darwin 0-11 at Chicago Lynch 4-3,
174
Pittsburgh IBIelecki 6-91 at Cincinnati !Power 4-6 ,
19
In I.
Los Angeles (Pena 1-21 at Montreal (Martinez 2-5
(n)
San Diego (Whitson 1-61 at Philadelphia (Ruffin
7-3),ni
St Louis 1Mathews 10-4, at Atlanta (Acker 3-31, In
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Chicago
San Francisco at New York. in,
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. in,
Loa Angeles at Montreal in
San Diego at Philadelphia n
St Louis at Atlanta. ,n

BASEBALL STANDINGS

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DIVIS4041
87
68
85
62
55

C

MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (318 at bats) — Gwynn, San Diego. .337
Raines, Montreal. .331. Backman. New York, 330
Sax, Los Angeles. .314
Brown, San Francisco. 321,.
RUNS — Gwynn. San Diego, 86, Hernandez, Nes,
York,81 ,'Hayes, Philadelphia, 79. Coleman. St. Louis
78. Murphy, Atlanta, 77: Schmidt, Philadelphia. 77
RBI — Parker. Cincinnati, 95: Schmidt
Philadelphia. 95, Carter, New York. 87: Davis
Houston. 80: Hayes. Philadelphia; 76.
HITS — Gwynn. San Diego. 174: Sax, Los Angeles
157. Reines. Montreal. 155; Hayes, Philadelphia. 146
Bass, Houston. 145. ,
DOUBLES — Hayes. Philadelphia. 34. Sax. Los
Angeles. 32. Raines. Montreal, 31, Hernandez. Sex
York. 30: Reynolds. Pittsburgh. 30
TRIPLES — Raines. Montreal. .10: Samuel
Philadelphia. 10. Webster. Montreal. 9: Coleman. St
LOuls. 7: Dykstra. New York. 7: MrGee. St. -Louis. 7
HOME RUNS — Schmidt, Philadelphia. 29: Davis.
Houston, 26; Parker, Cincinnati. 28: Murphy. Atlanta,
25. Davis. Cbncinnati, 22
STOLEN BASES— Coleman, St. Louis, 88: Davis.
Cincinnati, 65: Raines. Montreal, 55: Duncan. Los
Angeles, 44-, Doran. Houston. 38
PITCHING Ill decisions — Fernandez. New York
15-4, 789, 3.61: Ojeda, New York. 15-4. .789. 2.61
Gooden, New York, 13-4, 765, 2.95. Robinson, Cincin•
natl. 9-3, 750, 2.45, Bedrosian, Philadelphia, 8-3. 727
2 85. Tekulve. Philadelphia. 8-3, .727. 2.66.
STRIKEOUTS — Scott. Houston. 241: Valenzuela.
Los Angeles. 198, Welch. Los Angeles, 156, Fer
nandez, New York, 155, Gooden. New York, 149.
SAVES — Worrell. St. Louts, 29, Reardon, Montreal
28: Smith, Houston. 27, Smith, Chicago, /5: Bedrosian, Philadelphia. 22. Franco, Cincinnati. 22.
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Floridasquads
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season openers
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Silk Screening
Fast Delivery'

Next to Pagliai's

753-7743
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Unbelievable Prices!
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The Greatest Pontoon
Boat Promotion Ever!
Brand New 1987 Riviera
Cruisers At

Searching for answers to all those whoi
what/where questions about your new
—

- -city? - - - ---As WELCOME

WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles
of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.

CALL
Hostess
Kathryn
Outland
753-3079

We are already delivering them so
take advantage of our big price "bust/n"
promotion. We are literally blowing 1987
prices all to pieces!!

- •

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Located 1

Asst. Hostess

done (14(4 klvtgg

...... •

The McClure's

492-8348

mi. from Murray on Hwy. 94 East

753-6116
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CHATTANOOGA. Steiner, former- presi- lost about $250,000 when
Tenn.(AP)- C.H. But- dent of SIBC, were each SIBC went bankrupt.
cher Jr.'s relatives shed found innocent on 25
"They knew at the
Roy H. Helm, 86, died Home, Mayfield.
today at 2:15 a.m. at
FETT1 tears of joy when he was counts of mail, wire and time it was going to fail
J.H. Ch
Community Hospital, Funeral Home. of Mur- cleared of fraud securities fraud. The and they took care of
Mayfield.
ray will be in charge of charges, but those who jury decision came after their money before it
He had been a patient funeral and burial lost their savings at his 16 hours and 20 minutes happened. Justice will
finance company were of deliberations in the never be done in this
at Mills Manor Nursing arrangements.
left seething by the seven-week trial.
case," Hodges said.
jury's unanimous
Government proButcher, who bought
verdict.
secutors had accused
SIBC in 1972, was
"The judge knew it, the pair of lying to inMrs. Nina Craig,88, of San Antonio, Texas, and
returned to jail after the
Rt. 2, Hazel, died Sun- Mrs=-Steven (Patricia) the jury knew it, vestors, state regulators
court victory. U.S.
day at 9:25 a.m. at Miller, Leigh, Fla. Six everybody in the state and their co-workers
District Judge Thomas
Murray-Calloway Coun- great-grandchildren knew it, Jack Morris of about huge amounts of
Higgins, who presidty Hospital.
Union County. said insider loans that forced A.
also stitvive.
ed over the trial, said
Sunday.
She was preceded in
SIBC
an
Mrs.
a
uninsured
was
Butcher is still under a
death by her husband, member ___of__MonoWs-._.: "These guys brought thrift - into insolvency.
court order denying him
Hoyt Craig, on May 10, Chap -e-I-U---n-i-t-e-d—off the biggest scam in --The government said
bond until he faces a
1963, and one soh, Methodist Church the nation's history, and 5,000 investors lost $25
federal bankruptcy
Robert Craig, on March where the funeral will they got away scot- million when SIBC closfraud indictment.
19, 1975.
be Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. free," said Morris, a ed its doors.
Born Aug. 24, 1898, in The Rev. Bill Fisher and construction worker
''It's been
Butcher also faces a
Calloway County, she the Rev. Bob Dotson will who said he lost a documented and proven federal moneywas the daughter of the officiate. Music will be significant investment that these people laundering charge white
late Ross Paschall and provided by the Church when Butcher's systematically fleeced he and Steiner both face
Neva Ellis Paschall.
Southern Industrial the company," said state charges that they
Choir.
Mrs. Craig is survived
Banking Corp. closed in Glenn Hodges, chair- lied to state regulators
Pallbearers will be March
by one daughter-in-law,
man of a Knoxville about SIBC's financial
1983.
Harvey Ellis, Holmes
Mrs. Minnie Alice
Butcher and James E. manufacturer which status.
Ellis, Herman Kelly
Craig, Murray; two
Ellis, Tommy Paschal,
sisters, Mrs. Viola
Bruce Wilson and Harry
McReynolds, Rt. 4, MurFurches.
ray, and Mrs. Henry
(Ethel) Thompson,
Burial will follow in
"We deplore those in challenge the accuracy
SANTA BARBARA,
Paris, Fla.; one South Pleasant Grove
Calif.(AP)-The White this administration who of the newspaper
brother, Ellis Ross Cemetery.
Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray.
In Charge of ar- House, angry at news make this information account.
However, it said no
Three surviving rangements is the leaks about its arms public," said the stategranddaughters are Miller Funeral Home of control proposals, says ment, Issued in the final decision on the
Mrs. Jim (Carolyn) Col- Hazel where friends administration officials name of White House U.S. arms negotiating
ier, Gulfport, Miss., may call after 5 p.m. to- who reveal secret-deputy press secretary position had been made
by the president yet.
negotiating strategy are Larry Speakes.
Mrs. Daniel (Jill) Guy, day (Monday).
"Breac*g the prinThe statement was
doing a disservice toPresident Reagan, the ciple of confidentiality unusual both in its
American people "and serves to undermine the blistering tone and by
the cause of ._world opportunity for a suc- the fact that it sugFinal rites for Walter Robertson, Pat Covcessful outcome in arms gested that officials
peace."
J. Waterfield were Sun. ington, Paul Redden
A harshly worded control," he added. within the administradayat 3:30 p.m. in the and Jerry Rayburn.
statement aimed at of- "Quite frankly, we must tion were trying to
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Honorary pallbearers ficials within the question their motives.
sabotage the arms
Funeral Home. The —were Earl Douglas,
"Their actions ill- negotiating process.
government was issued
Rev. A. Nowell John Herman Trotter,
On Sept. 18, U.S. and
Sunday after The New serve the president, the
Bingham and John Dale
Voris Wells, Kerby JenYork Times reported American people and Soviet negotiators will
officiated. Mrs. Oneida nings, .Edgar Pride,
the administration was the cause of world resume talks in Geneva
White was organist and John Irvan, Richard
preparing to soften peace."
on ways to limit
soloist.
Tuck, Bill Garland and arms-control demands
No one was singled strategic missiles,
Active pallbearers Richard Rutledge.
to narrow differences out by name in the state- space weapons and
were Joe Allbritten,
Bural was in Murray with the Soviet Union.
ment, and it did not medium-range missiles.
Johnny Reagan, Charlie City Cemetery.
Mr. Waterfield, 79, of
NOTICE
1116 Fairlane Dr., Murray, died Friday at 7:15
We Haul White
a.m.
at MurrayLONDON (AP) !— depicted human figures_ English sciflptor died
Coldwater Gravel
Calloway County
Henry
Moore, wideir pierced with rounded peacefully early Sunday
and Dirt.
Hospital.
•
e.i1 a Alre- holes and small heads'-At-his- -home . -in the
cIairn
c
a
REMOVAL
K&K STUMP
Survivors- Include his greatest sculptor of his surmounting massive villsage of Much
Mechanically removed
wife, Mrs. Jackie age for monumental torsos and limbs. They HOham, 28 miles north
24 Deep
Waterfield; one sister, carvings exploring the stand on display in some ofLondon, where he livMrs. Marian W. Berry; mysterious link between 90 cities and in most pro- ed and worked for nearFree Estimates
mother-in-law, Mrs. human forms and land- minent modern art ly 40 years.
Treated Cross Ties
Ruth McCullough; scape, has died at the galleries.
Cause of death was
435 4343 Bob 1(e. ,;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Betty age of 88.
not stated, but Moore
r
Vaughn; brother-in-law,
Moore's attorney suffered from arthritis
His works in stone,
435-4319 Bob Kemp ji
Virgil Stewart.
bronze and wood often Charles Crowe said the and diabetes.

Roy H. Helm

Mrs. Nina Craig

eVad.

THE ACES'

SIBC victims bemoan Butcher's verdict

White House flays leaks on arms proposal

BOBBY WOLFF

-Great blunders are often made,
like large ropes, of a multitude of fibres."
- Victor Hugo

NORTH
9-i-A
A 75
11,10 9 8 6
•K 7 6 4
45 3

WEST
EAST
•Q 10 6 4 3
Today's hand sets off a "blunder •J 9
V3
alert." Study how the play went to V A4 2
•
Q
J
10
5
•
A 982
point
at
what
spot
see if you can
•J 84
South could have saved his game. •Q 10 9 6
SOUTH
South rifffed the second diamond
•K 8 2
and played his trump king, hoping to
K QJ 75
drive out the ace quickly. West
•
3
with
continued
South
ducked and
4 A K 72
another trump. This time, West took
round
of
his ace and led a third
Vulnerable: Both
trumps, leaving only one trump in Dealer: South
dummy. Since South could ruff only The bidding:
one of his club losers, the defenders
outit - - -West
Neirth
East
took four tricks and the game fell 1W
Pass
2,
Pass
g0
one short. Where did South
4W
Pass
Pass
Pass
wrong?
Opening lead Diamond queen
It was reasonable for South to
play the first round of trumps, but it
LEAD WITH THE ACES
was folly td continue with a second
9-1-B
round. After the first trump is re- South holds:
fused, South should cash his high
4 10 9 3
clubs and ruff a club in dummy. He
'73
enters his hand via the spade king
•Q 8 3 2
and ruffs his last club, and now it's
,J 9 7 6
safe to lead that second round of East
South
West
North
trumps. West takes this, of course, 1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
but he now has no effective options.
West punches South with another di- ANSWER: Spade 10. This hand has
amond, but South ruffs comfort- little chance of developing tricks.
ably, draws the last trump and Best chance lies with hitting partclaims his 10 tricks.
ner's suit.
Drawing trumps is generally a
matter of high priority, but don't Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.O. Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
ever draw more rounds- of trump. stamped envelope for reply.
Copyright, 19114, United Feature Syndicate
than you can afford.

-Walter J. Waterfield

Sculptor Henry Moore dies at age 88

OINERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Financing
FREE ELECTRONICHEARING TEST
'Hearing Aids Sold
On 30 Day Trial
•Batteries/Seryice
All Makes
-Board CertifiedHearing Aid
Specialists

/
4.80/0

Financing

for 48 months on most
all cars or cash rebate

753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Aid Center
206 S. 4th, Murray

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
1•7‘tr
ssitr

on most all cars
for 36 months

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater-Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Turner

Totino

Buttermilk

ce Milk

/
1 2 Gal
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,

Coke
Products
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Plus Deposit
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tion in Lexington, legislators
received envelopes containing
checks ranging from $200 to
$400. Some of the lawmakers
said they viewed the checks as
personal income, while others
said they refused the money.
Spokesmen for the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and
Kentucky Medical Association
said they do not pay
honorariums but legislators
make appearances anyway.
Sen. John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, said he had not been
offered an honorarium during
his eight years in the legislature
until this summer. He said there
were two offers and he rejected
both.
Rose appeared lit the -auto
dealers seminar, but said he had
told the group in advance that he
would not accept payment.
Nevertheless, Rose said he
received an envelope after the
meeting that he returned before
leaving.
"Any group that asks me to be
there, I'm going to be there,"

EPA will accept late agreement
on PCB removal from Mud River
RUSSELLVIT -F1, Ky.(AP) —
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will not be concerned if Kentucky misses the EPA's
deadline for an agreement with
Rockwell International over
removal of PCBs from the Mud
River by a few days, a
spokesman said.
Carl Breeding, general
counsel for the state Cabinet for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said the
two sides, which had met
through Friday, were close to an
agreement over cleaning up the
Logan County river.
The PCB contamination
recently caused the state to
warn against eating fish caught
in the river or its tributary
Towne Branch,
The EPA spokesman, Carl
Terry, said the federal agency
would not be concerned if the

state did not reply until as late
as Thursday. The deadline for
an agreement was Sunday.
The EPA's regional office in
Atlanta told the state's Division
of Waste Management by letter
July 22 that it would "immediately proceed with federal
enforcement actions" unless the
Atlanta office received a copy of
formal enforcement actions
against Rockwell and four other
polluters by Aug. 31. The other
polluters are not in Kentucky
and their cases are not related to
the Mud River problem.
It was a year ago that record
levels of the cancer-causing
agent were found in scenic Mud
River, prompting the citing of
the plant for illegal discharges.
Despite the fact that plant
management and the state say
they are working together as
quickly as possible for a settle-

ment and cleanup, residents
along the river are worried that
the problem is worsening.
Pregnant women and young
children have been warned for
the past year not to eat fish from
the river, which runs through
Logan County and forms the
Butler-Muhlenberg County
border before it empties into the
Green River near Rochester, or
from Towne Branch.

The warning was ex/Sanded to

cover everyone

when increased
levels of PCBs were found in
sediment more than 40 miles
downriver from the Rockwell
plant and in. fish at various
points along the river.
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Your Individual Horoscope

Lawmakers split on honorarium acceptance
think
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — organization, and I
getavoid
to
ought
legislators
State law does not require
ting
obligated."
for
fees
who
accept
legislators
personal appearances, or the
Wright said $500 for an apgroups that pay them, to report
pearance represents "a pretty
,the payments to a public agengood obligation," although a
cy, according to the chairman of
smaller amount such as $100
the legislative ethics board.
might not be inappropriate.
But while some lawmakers acClayton Riley, director of con-cept honorariums and treat
tinuing education at Western
Ahem as personal income, others
Kentucky University, said
say they're troubled by the
lawmakers appearing at
payments from groups they call
seminars for members of the
special interests. And chairman,
Kentucky Consumer Finance
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D-Springfield,
Association have been paid from
said he thinks some form of $150 to $500. Riley arranges
disclosure would be
seminars for business groups.
appropriate.
The chairman of the associaSenate Majority Leader Joe
tion's board, Ronald D. Adams
Wright, D-Harned, said he turnof Madisonville, said the $500
ed down an offer to appear at a
payments are earmarked for
Kentucky Consumer Finance
certain members of the
Association seminar scheduled
legislative leadership. Wright
for later this year, because of
the $500 fee offered by the
said he and other legislators had
not been aware that certain
association.
association had started offering
"My instinct is that it's
the honorariums.
wrong," Wright said of the $500
At a recent meeting of the
payment. "I think it's excessive.
Kentucky Auto Dealers AssociaThey're a very special interest
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What kind øf day will tomorrow be? To and out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your bulb sign.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1986
FOR
an
said Rose. "I don't want
SCORPIO
ARIES
honorarium for it," he added.
CIE
Pit (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
19)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
Rep Pete Worthington, DYou'll be pulling some strings today
may be invited to an unusual
You
Ewing, said he accepted the
party. News comes from afar Even- in your own behalf. New business
check but is returning it because ing hours are tailor-made for ideas are exciting, but should be kept
he feels $400 is too much for romance and going out for good under wraps for now. Observe.
what he had done at the tunes.
SAG FITAR RJS
meeting. Worthington said he TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You're in the mood for excitement
accepted a $200 check for an ap- (Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
pearance before another group
Explore alternative ways of and adventure, but you'll settle for
in Ashland two years ago, financing, especially in connection the camaraderie of friends. Evening
however, to compensate for the with real estate. You will entertain brings romantic introductions.
business colleagues tonight. Override CAPRICORN
time and travel involved.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
"It's a matter of value — what distractions.
Though you'll profit from pull
GEMINI
you're
what
you're doing versus
Ott today, you should still be wary of
(May 21 to June 20)
paid," he said.
Partners continue to reveal sur- entering an agreement prematurely.
Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock,
aspects of their personalities. Further research introduces new
prising
D-Frankfort, said he plans to
for granted in business. facts for your consideration.
nothing
Take
and
check
auto
dealers'
cash the
AQUARIUS
Party tonight.
things.
of
top
on
Be
treat the money as income. Han(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
like
a
put
will
he
said
cock
It's time to introduce a love interest
418
)
(June 21 to July 22)
amount into his campaign fund
New chances for financial gain to your friends. Grandparents enjoy
because he doesn't see that arise now. Evening hours favor visits with the little ones. Some make
there's much difference bet- domestic entertaining and shopping plans for an early fall vacation.
ween an honorarium and a for items for the home. Exercise PISCES
Mnlin
maw
political action committee originality.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
The ability to organize your time
contribution.
LEO
and to see things in the large gets you
Rep. Pat Freibert, R - (July 23 to Aug. 22)
Couples should enjoy a special ahead today. Enjoy afternoon getLexington, said she will keep the
auto dealers' money and treat it outing today. Charm brings you gains togethers, but don't go overboard.
YOU BORN TODAY are sensitive
as inome, using the amount to in both business and roffiance. Some
sometimes temperamental. You
and
tonight.
comes
news
pleasant
a
offset the expenses of being
work best when inspired and need a
VIRGO
public official.
creative outlet for your feeling.
Rep. Clarence Noland, R- (Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
nature. Writing, poetry, music, dance
forgo an
to
right
probably
You're
Irvine, said he had already
entertainment. You have and art are some of the fields in
outside
auto
the
spent his $400 from
which you'llfind fulfillment. At times
original ideas today which you should
dealers group. The CSX Corp.
Some privacy may be a need for security can cause you to
upon.
act
locomotive engineer said the apchoose the wrong occupation. You
needed.
pearance cost him a trip on the LIBRA
need the courage to act on your
railroad and two days' pay.
dreams. Know that, small beginnings
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
"I really didn't make
You're popular today and social life are a step in the right direction.
anything," said Noland. "I don't is highlighted. Still, it's better to visit Birthday of: Cleveland Amory, writer;
think any legislators are going others than to entertain at home. Marge Champion, dancer; and Jimmy
Connors, tennis pro.
to get rich."
Don't mix business and pleasure.

dPa

•

A

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-5242

Alterations & Summer Storage
$200

Each
Coats, Dresses, Suits
Trousers, Skirts,
• • • • $ 100 Each
Sweaters & Sport Co.
Prices Good 09-01416'Mu 09-0646

FITNESS PLUS
Fitness plus is dedicated to improving your
health and appearance, attempting to serve all

your needs through:
*Circuit Training •Body Sculpture
•Power Lifting •Tanning Bed
GRAND OPENING Sept, 13, 1906
Open: 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.;
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Membership Fee: $20 local, $17 student
*Semester IL Group Rates Available
---tocally Owned and Operated753-0069
1413 Olive

•

By Abigail
Van Buren

Would-Be Fathers Give Boxer
Shorts the Nod Ovrer Jockeys
DEAR ABBY: I just read an

That broke him up,of course;and

underwear greatly decrease their
chances for fathering children. It
rang a bell with me. I'm sure you
wrote a whole column about this
about five years ago. Please run it
again. It was great.
H.S. IN L.A.

shorts had to do with it.
I said he had obviously missed
the Dear Abby column in The
Cleveland Plain Dealer in which
you stated that jockey shorts reduced a man's sperm count.
I promised to send him a clip of
your column, and he said that while
it sounded a bit crazy, he and his
wife were desperate enough to try
almost anything.
In his call today, he said that
when his wife learned she was
pregnant, they counted back and
found that she conceived a month
after he switched to boxer shorts!
He also said if they have a baby.
girl, they may name her "Abby."
DICK ELLERS, REPORTER

•

article in the Los Angeles Times after admitting that he did wear
stating that men who wear tight jockey shorts, he asked what his

DEAR H.S.: I did. And here it
is:
•••

DEAR ABBY:I read with interest
the letter from "Childless Couple,"
who were considering artificial
insemination. This may help:
For four years my wife and I tried
without success to have a child. We
were both tested. She was fine, but
the doctor said that because my
sperm count was so low, my chances for fathering a child were slim.
That's when we considered artificial insemination.
I saw a fertility specialist. He
asked me what kind of shorts I
wore. I told him I had worn jockey
shorts for years. He suggested that
I switch to bolter shorts, the loose

'

^,

•••

DEAR ABBY: I recently read an
article in a medical journal stating
that if'nen continue to wear jockey
shorts and tight jeans, the need for
artificial i4ise4hination will increase
drastically!
It stated:YThe male anatomy was
created so that the testicles draw
snugly
fitting kind, instead of the
close to the body in cold weather
fitting jockey type; When hear •god drop in hot weather. It is a
plained why, I thought he
--hiatural theratitstat at work. Intercrazy, but I took his suggestionrand" ference with this causes a serious
four months later..my wife, con- drop in ,sperm." The article indiceived! Our baby is due In March. cated that American men have
I'm signing my real name, but increasingly lower ,Iperm counts,
please don't use it. Just sign me ... • and the problem.impounded by
FUTURE FATHER the wearing of tight"clothing. For
population control throughout the
DEAR FUTURE: When I read world, wouldn't it be a great idea to
your letter, I laughed and threw export tight jeans?
it into my wastebasket. But I
B. McG. IN SAN DIEGO
quit laughing (and quickly re•••
readafter
trieved your letter)
ing several more bearing the
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on
same incredible message!
your men's underwear debate? We,
Read on for a short story that in our brief-type Fruit-of-the-Looms
may help some for whom preg- remain fruitless, while our brothers
nancy is inconceivable:
in their boxer shorts remain "heir•••
conditioned."
ROBERT W.
DEAR ABBY: I just hung up from
IN WALTERBORO,S.0
a long-distance call that I must
•••
share with you. When I answered
my phone, the fellow on the other
DEAR ABBY: The fact that tooend said,"Dick,I'm calling to thank
tight jeans may cause male sterility
you. My wife is pregnant!"
realized instantly what he is nothing new. I wrote this little
jingle back in 1970:
meant. Early in February, while
If your jeans are too tight in the
was interviewing him for a story,
crotch
any
had
he
if
routinely
had asked
Your parental potential is bad.
children.
Better let out your seams just a
"No," he replied, "but my wife
and I have been trying for a long notch
If you hope to be somebody's dad!
time." So I quipped, "You have got
BMS
to quit wearing jockey shorts."

eart transplants.
Leaving lrhind
behind remetnbeyed places and
is one of h-fe's toihdst
faces
41tmiliar
7
.
4
.
-•
—r‘
fl 5o lost and lane y in
• strange''flew sdfiroundings. You're heart
•
04
'
:
'
- . sick. • just moved to Murray and
If Y.0
ttle into a new life, here's a
are trying t
thought. What better place to begin than
with a sympathetic, concerened church
family?

The Fint Christian Church (Disciples
• of ;Christ) has a program for nearly
-everyone of every age and interest. The
only thing we don't have that we should is
you. But that can be remedied quite
easily. Your new life can begin next
Sunday when you join us in worship
services.
Together we can get to the heart of your
problem.

-The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C Roos, Minister

• I.

1

r‘,
•7
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15. Articles for Sale
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
2.4. Miscellaneous
WHIRLPOOL reWANT someone to take 3000 GOVERMENT Jobs SALES GOLDMINE.
frigerator, only $8 per
ble. Need anything built week. R.u.dolpll SEASONED firewood. FOR sale by ownerCUDDLE up with your over payments on Lake List. $16,040 -$59,230 year National Music and
Shop Around
call
Please
Oak, hickory, mixed - double wide mobile
repaired?
or
sweetheart in front of Barkley Resort Deal.. Now hiring. Call 805-687- Video Co. needs Top
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
hardwoods, min. order- home, over 1/2 acre,
& Compare
after 5p.m. 753-4197.
an energy efficient 753-3781
.000 Ext. R-8156.
753-0695.
Distributors and Sales
2 ricks: $10/ rick garage, paved drive
Blaze
King
Fireplace
De
model.
ARTIST
Reps. Excellent income
before you buy a
MOTHER of two, will
delivered. For a full and walks, in Stella.
Insert with optional 6. Help Wanted
partment of Art.-Part and repeat business. baby sit, very good with 16. Home Furnishings
Medicare Supplement.
measure- call John Large trees in front and
glass door. Morgan's
time. Salary $5.00 per (7021831-4680.
children of all ages. 1517115.-TATnit
-are
Cancer Insurance or
back. Call 753-4124.
Boyer at 753-0338.
Furniture, 503 E. HIRING! Federal hour. Experience in
SECRETARIAL posi- Plenty of love and apace. Heavy wood coffee USED aluminum NOLLYPARK 1973
Nursing Home Policy
Washington, Paris, Tn. Government jobs in artistic sensitivity
s2U. Dic, leaf irrigation pipe, 3" thru 12x65. 2 BR, good
your area and over- preferred. Work will be tion. Full-time. Call 759-4104.
901442-4179.
Don't pay more
seas! Many immediate assigned according to Typing/office skills a QUALITY, dependable table with 4 chairs. $.50. 10", plastic roll-out condition, insulated for
than necessary
pipe. Brannan Irriga- Northern zone. Reopenings without wait- need for models for fall must, shorthand a plus. child care, in our home. Phone 750-1396.
frigerator, stove, ceiling lists for tests. $15- semester 1986. Contact Send resume to P.O. Centrally located. Day PLAID love seat, $30. tion 314-246-2240
Refinish &
or night. Mon.-Sat. 18 Heavy wood coffee table, rSED carpeting, good ing fan, Underpinning.
$68,000. Phone • call re- Department of Art, Box 596, Murray, Ky.
Repair Work
month old toddlers & $20. . Phone 759-1396.
fundable 602-838-8885 Murray, Ky. 42071 502condition; exercise ac. included. Must be
up. Reasonable rates. STAGGERED bunk bicycle; trolling motor. moved. $4500. Call 753Experienced
Ext. 684.
EOE, M/F.
762-3784.
305 N. deft St. Maw
Limit of 3 children. 7 beds with chest, like Call 753-4788.
9873 or 436-5836
IMMEDIATE opening:
& Qualified
needed
years experience. Call new. Call after 6p.m.
753-7273
Coordinator
Regional
3:30
home
to
my
in
Also For Sale 753-8083.
753-4837.
1978 COUGAR XR7, 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Adult Basic Education. midnight. Must have
RESPONSIBLE mother /1-1REE piece bedroom 89,000 miles, $2000. 16' 2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
Depression and
Ten counties. own transportation.
Instructors needed
would like to babysit in suite with matching box Jonboat & trailer, $150.
Qualifications: Ability Mature lady preferred.
Fiesta Glassware,
unfurnished, some new
for teaching seminars
my home. Have re- springs and mattress. 12' Jonboat, $125. Furtechnical assis- Call 8a.m. to 3p.m.
offer
to
furniture, natural gasOak Furniture
part time. Most areas
ferences.
753-7701.
Call
Must sell. $125. Call 753- niture. 759-9673 or 753- electric, air con•
tance to local ABE 489-2529 in Stella &
of academic field,
WILL do general clean- 4108.
6348K
programs' and to enh- Ktritsey community.
ditioned. Shady Oaks
$5
ing,
hour. Excellent WHIRLPOOL heavy 2 HAND crocheted bed 753-5209.
crafts, antique &
ance recruitment ef- CHRISTIAN substitute
references. 435-4338.
forts. Kentucky Cer- Grandmother to care for* metal working. All
duty washer, only $6 per spreads. 8500 each, good NICE 2 BR trailer, near
sit with elderly or week. Rudoph condition. Call 753-4124.
tification required. 8 month old infant in your
Murray. No pets. Call
fields of expertise insick. Good references. Goodyear- Whirlpool, 4 PERSON heated 489-2611.
Salary based on home, limit 3 children,
vited to apply. Week
,
Call after 5p.m. in the 753-0505.
qualifications and ex- Monday - Friday, 10 am
Jacuzzi, good condition, TRAILER lir, rent.
-_-:long seminars of
eve. Phone 753-4590.
perience. Health benredwood enclosure, $1, Dills Trailer Court
pm. Call 753-9280.
PAMS CAKE HUT. efits and travel paid.
19. Farm Equipment
planned age groups
375. Call 753-6758 or
Have you gut an an- Send letter of applica- DO you need a job and
14.
Want to Buy
-r-your own 753-3734.
11
- 17t
29. Heating and Cooling
range from youth to
niversary or wedding tion, resume and re- hope for the future?
115 S. 4th
WANT to buy- very oha firewood? Blaze King's ALUMINUM running BLAZE King's new
senior citizens. Most
coming up? Then stop ferences- by September You may qualify if you
furniture- old baby for you. Our catalytic board for a S-10 Blazer Royal Heir available at
DON'T have a GED or
by and check out our
classes will take
Items. Call 753-3642 saves 1/3 the work. or Bronco II. Call Morgan's Furnitue, 503
Gold Nugget, west cakes. Plus receive a 11, 1986 to: Melba High School diploma
place on site. A direcMorgan's Furniture, 503 436-5862.
days, 753-5738 nights.
side of square, 10% discount during Casey, Director, West and have been out of
E. Washington, Paris,
Paris,
tor of education will
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762. Sept. All our cakes are Kentucky Educational school 9 months or more
WANT
to buy 40-80 E. Washington,
ATTENTION com- Tn. 901-642-4179.
Special
Cooperative,
901-642-4179.
Tn.
hills
black
Diamonds,
be selected from
acres farm land Potare between ages of
mercial van owners- 2 WOODSTOVES for
made fresh. Nothing is
Building, and
gold, 141ct. gold chains. made ahead then frozen Education
tertown New Concord 3300 JD Combine with metal side racks, 1 sale. Blaze King stoves
16 & 22. You must live in
these applicants. No
UniversState
Murray
"We
less!"
"We sell for
Calloway County. Call
Cherry Corner area. both headers, good metal, plexiglas divider and fireplace inserts.
and we use scratch
phone calls. Write: ,
MU
guarantee it." Jimmy made butter ereani
'
'42°71
'KY
'
434-28151.
us at JTPA 753.9378
& 1 captains chair. Call Number 1 in the nation.
condition. Call 435-4155.
now
TkOrd&10111welar..
Monday -Fritay Kermit Hancock
mPanY
icing. We put that e
A Farmer's friend. A after 6p.m. 753-8393.
organ's Furniture, 503
-8a.m.-1 .m.
1W
applications
taking
Articles
15.
Sale
for
effort into our cakes to
Blaze King Wood Stove Irrnr1<ing... For E. Washington, Paris,
President
sales persons ror Murray,
ASSEMBLY
saw. Save your wood heating Tn. 901-642-4179.
make them something
chain
his
and
Paris area. Will consider WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Ken-Bar Inn Resort
„Jo-An's Varieties
special..- to remember.
1/3 the work with our needs. Stoves, fireplace
some part-time. Must
Main
payment.
66
110x
410
759-4492,
Guaranteed
Call
catalytic. Morgan's inserts and the new 30. Business Rentals
Is having a buy one
Our Sales Force will
transportation. No
have
No sales. Details-- send
St. or 437-4455.
Furniture, 503 E. Royal Heir. Morgan's
Gilbertsville, Ky.
experience necessary,
be here to better
and get the second
stamped envelope:
Washington, Paris, Tn. Furniture, 503 E.
42044
salary
Hourly
train.
will
CREEKVIEW
serve you until 6:30
one of same value at
Elan- 332, 3418 En901-642-4179.
Wahington, Paris, Tn.
apon
when
hour
per
$7
Found
and
Lost
5.
terprise, Ft Pierce, Fl.
SELF p.m. on Monday.
901-642-4179.
Fireplace
King
IlLA7Z
half price sale, on
pointment plus commis33482.
9. Situation Wanted
inserts Make that
Tuesday, Thursday
STORAGEsion for those who
mens jeans, shirts,
fireplace energy ef- LARGE, large, large
and Friday
CUSTOM dozer work.
FOUND! A way to save qualify. Please call for
N.
641
Hwy.
pants,
boots,
jogRN'S
NEEDED
being
storage
of
still
selection
while
ficient
• Call Gene Parker after
1/3 the work or 1/3 the appointment 753-0229.
24 Hr. private entrance
able to watch the fire. buildings in stock for
gers, and steel-toed
Full-time, part-time and
5:30p.m. 753-5838.
cost on heating wood. A SALES GOLDMINE.
Contractors inquiries Immediate delivery.
753-6734shoes.
work
also
We
POR
of
all
new Blaze King Cata- National music & video
your
weekend availability.
welcome. Morgan's Acree Portable
fireplace repair work.
lytic wood stove's the company need top disnew
a
received
just
E.
Mayfield,
503
Buildings,
Contact
House
Manor
Furniture,
1300 121 Bypass
dampers, gas pipes,
answer. See at Mor- tributors & sales reps.
32. Apts for Rent
Wasington, Paris, Tn. Ky. 502-247-7831.
shipment of childrens
of Dover. Dover, In.
Murray, Ky.
Excellent income &
gan's Furniture, 503 E
firebox, chimney
901-642-4179:Used Office 1 BR duplex, appliances
CRYTES
-702-83tbusiness.
repeat
clothes.
cleaning.
For
Tn.
Washington,
Paris,
estimates
753-5315
615-232-6902
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer- furn., central heat &
4662 114p.m.
-Rick- 753-0953
901-642-4179.
2 2 . Musical
son St., Paducah, KY. air, deposit required.
BUNDY Clarinet. Call 442-4302. Desks, chairs, No pets. No children.
files and much more759-9593.
PRICES
SILVER
&
Northwood Subd. $200 a
DAILY GOLD
115 South 13th Street
PIANO for sale. Good quality used month. Call 753-4873.
Silver
Gold
Up to $21,000 first year possible.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Wanted: responsible furniture.
1 'BR furnished apt., air
Closed
Closed
party to assume small PROTECT your in -- conditioned, water fur502-753-3492
National multi-million dollar corpora6.14
monthly payments on vestment put a rubber nished. 121 North, next
381.60 Yesterday
Yesterday
tion now seeking key personnel to fill
piano. See locally. bed mat in your new to Fairground. Call
Opened
Opened
position in public relations sales
te•
credit manager 1-800- pick-up truck. Also, 753-3139.
5.
386.75 Today
Today
have tool boxes for
447-4266.
department calling on company ac2 BR duplex in Nor.01
Up
5.15
Up
USED Spinet piano, like compact pick-ups.
thwO0d, appliances
counts.
We want an honest, down to
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Compliments of:
new, $800. Call 437-4432.
furnished, intercom &
earth person for this stable position.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
26. TV. Radio
central vacuum,
24.
Miscellaneous
Rural background would be to your ad713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
washer & dryer .hookWHIRLPOOL
console
MAGNAVOX
753 7113
vantage but not necessary.
u p . Available imonly
oven,
per
$7
microwave
only
T.V.,
color
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
mediately. $300 per.
For
confidential
interview
call
Rudolph
week.
per
$4
Rudolph
week.
We loan money on anything of value
month plus deposit. Call
GoodyearWhirlpool,
Whirlpool,
Goodyear1 -800-432-7221
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
753-7724 or 753-9898.
753-0695.
753-0606.
3 ROOMS, $125; 2 BR,
$200; 3 rooms, utilities
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
_
furnished, $250; 2 BR
NO!
12860, 2 BR trailer,
duplex, $300. Coleman
excellent condition. Call
NO!
RE 753-9898.
489-2611.
NO!
APT. for lease or rent.
MOBILE
12x40
1971
NO!
Unfurnished, 2 BR, gas,
home, 1 BR, utility
garbage pick-up,
room with washer & water,
included in
dryer hook-up, partially utilities
children or
furnished. $2000. Call rent. No
pets. Call before 5p.m.
753-2928 after 3p.m
753-8355, after 5p.m
weekdays.
759-9854.
1982 TRAILER, 14x70
with a 9x22 pull-out, 3 BRAND new 2 BR apts.
bedroom, 2 bath, fur- for rent. No pets please.
nished, dishwasher, 8 ft. $285 per month. 753-9475
Wu_ L
ceilings, central air, if no answer 753-0521.
underpinning, 8x10 FEMALE wanted to
02.\
front porch. Call 437- share furnished house.
• Nice place. Very close
4890.
to campus. Call
SEVERAL 10' & 12
mobile homes. Ideal for 753-4101.
lake or rental, furnished MUR-Cal apts. NorDRILL
or unfurnished, AC. thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
209..= Now renting. Equal
Negotiable.
l-f1&
.
i
75
r v_=.
Housing Opportunity.
ce
trailer with refrigera- 759-4984.
tor, dishwasher, bur- 1 or 2 bedroom Apartners & double oven, ment near downtown
Sysxlicale.Inc
©19136Unrtscitirsture
washer & dryer, out Murray. Call .753-4109 or
building on 2 bealinful 762-6650.
think, Vernon? I think you're
I
what
know
"You
lots- Hamlin, Ky. on
IT'S 1000. PO YOU
I DON'T KNOW WHY 1 51400LP
applications
hiding one of those things the Indians bury up Blood River. Price is TAKING
BE 50 UPSET OVER GARFIELP
KNOW WHERE YOUR
for Section 8. Rent
• right. Call 437-4193.
AND OPIE LEAVING. IT'S P401.
to their necks - that's what I think!"
CHILPREN ARE?
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
LIKE THEY'RE FAMILY OR
BR. Apply Hilldale
ANYTHING
Ap.ts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

2.Notice

2 .Notice

2.Notice

6. Help Wanted

Call Bennett
& Associates

6

Help

Wanted

9. Situation Wanted
CAIIMTn availa

HELP
WANTED

riABYSITTER

Do you need
prayer?
Hubert Coles
Counseling?
Antiques
Call 753-1622
492-8714
753-7217
BETHESDA--MINISTRIES
St.

witi,

TIIE

r As

NOTICE

Purdom
Motors Inc.

HONEST PERSON

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

ow' OW!ooco!

L-fr

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

33. Rooms for

GOOGA
0060A
0060A

Po YOU HAVE
To GARGLE 50

1 Ravine
6 Assemble
11 Prevailing
mood
12 Military
quarters
14 Negative
prefix
15 Faultless
17 Learning
18 Say further
20 Downy duck
23 Sn Is its
symbol
24 Flesh
26 Record
28 Near
29 Bury
31 Yearly
publications
33 Epic poetry
35 Husband of
Gudrun
36 Withstands
39 Style of

C7000A
60Cv&A
0066A

LOUDLY?.

300 YARDS

4-1

350'

.1

12
Ill

automobile
42 Babylonian
deity
43 Playing card
45 Bristle
46 Epoch
48 Mesh
50 Monk's title
51 Gut
53 Electric
catfish
55 Neon symbol
56 Harbinger
59 Mine
excavations
61 Part of flower
62 Anglo-Saxon
slaves
DOWN
1
2
3
4

Very precious
Either
Knock
Adhesive

MME

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
CAPCI 1308
SAID
SO OVA!!
A
KEY
GAME
I
MOST
LECiS
L
REE
TUNE
ES
A
P I N EU E AGIS allE
PROS I T
PATER
STONE
EN
SEAT
SPAR
DIRT
ACT
SR
NEAT
LEAP
IN
LIP DLIT
OLEO
ANEIE
DUO
PAST
INN
LOUS

A au

[L±'71

ACROSS

substance
5 Uncanny
6 Hebrew
month
7 Note of scale
8 Everyone

EMMEN
12

m

WIMME

Ma WI
M d
W Mill dmmd M
II
WM
Id II 4
WI id hil II
II"
*Ill ill
111" Will
M

NO,,THEIR WEAR:4%15
TOO 6TR0/46. LET
HIM Ri2E,,INTO CUR
LION TRAP!

51 die fil•Weid•
id
M
di id
m•• id
S

•

t.,fg::

-tv:airrrrr

!HMI!, PRINPVIMIPPIROMM

9 Narrow
opening
10 Continued
story
11 "- Vice"
13 Temporary
shelters
16 Ms. Ferber
19 Tropical fruits
21 Sicilian
volcano
22 Leases
25 Warm
27 Regulations
30 Pink wines
32 Helped
34 Stupefy
36 Attain
37 King of birds
38 Cicatrix
40 Makes
amends
41 Titles
44 Wipe out
47 Country of
Europe
49 Dines
52 Soft food
54 Man's
nickname
57 Note of scale
58 Deciliter'
abbr.
60 Hebrew letter

Rent

ROOM for rent, I block
from campus, air condition e d. HBO 1ir
Cinemax. Call 759-9645.
34. Houses for

Rent

3 BR. 2 bath home, in
county, on 121 N neat
Graves County line.
Den with fireplace &
wood stove, garage,
extra lot for large
garden. Very nice
place. Will rent by
month or lease. $325 per
month, deposit required. Ca11489-2882 or
435-4338 anytime.
3 BR house, 420 S. 9th St.
Appliance furnished,
T.V.A. insulated. $350 a
month plus deposit.
753-5094.
small
LIKE
Coldwater area.
Available now. Just off
121 N. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
house to responsible
family. Central heat/.
air, carpet, appliances,
garage. Leale & de.
posit. 314 N. 6th St. Call
247.4386.
NICE roomy brick
house in Hazel, Ky.,
unfurnished or partially
Available
furnished
Immediately Call 4374193.
WATERFRONT cottage, furnished
"A"-Frame, only $2b0
Also. 2 BR apts ; 2 BR
duplexes. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
37

Livestock-Supplies

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Performance. k semen
tested. Excellent quality. $650 k up. Cadiz,
Ky 522-8794

LI

pAGE

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER I. IMO
-

CLASSIFIEDS
38, Pets -Supplies

40.Produce

AKC German Shepherd
puppies. Excellent
bloodlines. Very cheap.
Must sell quickly.
Puryear 901-247-3374.
AKC poodles. Toy and
miniature, 7 weeks,
$150. AKC Labradore
puppies, $125. Grooming & boarding. Paradise Kennels, 753-4106

TOU OA

purple

hu)I

peas. Call 753-1816

46

Homes for Sale

49

REMODELED. Good
location. Near college
and shopping. Large
rooms. Upstairs area
for expansion_ Central
H/A. Carpet 536,000,
1004 Main. 759-1265
RECLUDED 3 bedroom,
2 bath, brick home on 15
acres east of Murray.
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
Super insulated 2 or 3
BR home with passive
solar green house, 2
baths, large kitchen &
dining area. Also, central heat & air. Nice
corner lot. $48,500. 7530563 Tripp Williams,
Broker & SOLAR
HOME BUILDERS.

Used

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Cars

1979 MONTE Carlo,
good condition. Can be
seen at 206 Elm St. ,or

52. Beats-Motors
1983 - BAJA. 260 Mer•
cruiser 1.0
walk-thru
windshield Call 4365358 or 753-1935-

53. Services Offered

FOR SALE
2 Bedroom
House

Call 753-1265

name it, I do it You
buy, I install You
break, I fix. call 436
2868 evenings.

1 2 acre
1- /

lakeview

This property is offered with owner financing

with 25% down and the balance financed over
36 months at 8% APR.

,..,1111111

Call Ken Shores Estates 753-7531

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION
THUR., SEPT. 4th AT 6:00 P.M.
FARMINGTON, KENTUCKY
60 ACRES -±. DIVIDED

INTO 8 TRACTS
Reserving The Right To Offer In 'Combination
At The Option Of The Bidders, Adopting
The Highest Sale Price!!

.

i
'i
• i''
I/. \

:7:f 1'
.

i

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Just reduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

AN
Al; Tracts Are Beautiful Building Sites Ranging From 75
Acres To 12 28 Acres. Fronting The Adair Road, With The
Exception Of Tract #8 Fronting North Street
TRACT #2 Is An 8 Acre Highly Improved Tract With A
Four Bedroom. Two Bath Brick Home The Home Features
A Great Room With Wood Burning Fire Place. A Large
Kitchen With A Dishwasher, Compactor. Gas Cook TopGrill-And Oven The Home Is Equipped With A Heat Pump
And Central Air Conditioning There Is A De-Attached
25 x36 Three Bay Garage This Property Is Rated Superior
And Will Be Shown By Appointment By Contacting The Au-

ctioneer
TRACT ri8 Contains 1 46 Acres And Fronts North Street
In Farmington. Ky This Property Features A 36 x40 Pole
Metal Shop Building There Is A 20. Wide By 14 High Electric Overhead Door. Concrete Floor, 200 Amp 3Phase Elecincal Service And The Building IS Fully Insulated

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Graves Circuit Court: Civil Causes, Docket No.
86-CI-178
The Federal Land Bank Of Louisville, Plaintiff,
Against Howard E Colley and wife. Doris Ann Colley;
and Commonwealth Of Kentucky, County Of Graves,
Defendants
Pursuant To A Judgement And Order Of Sale Of The
Graves Circuit Court, Rendered On The 8th Day Of August. 1986, In The Above Styled Action. The Undersigned Will On Thursday. The 4th Day Of September,
1986, At The Hour Of 600 PM Expose To Public Sale,
To The Highest Bidder. At The Location Of The Real Estate. On A Credit Of 30 Days
If cash is not paid on day of sale the purchaser well
be required to give bond with approved security for the
full payment of the purchase money. to have the force
and effect of a replevin bond bearing legal interest from
the day of sale with a lien reserved upon property until
the purchase money is paid A Deposit of 20% of the
purchase price shall be required at the time of sale If
cash is not paid
This sale is made for satisfaction of Judgement liens
nd recovery costs
Robert C Brown. Master Commissioner
raves Circuit Court
This Is An Opportunity You Won't Want To Miss!
Contact JAMES R CASH, Reel Estate Broker.
For Information And Survey Plats!
Make Plans To Be With Us, Thursday

SS.. i,

.

•

JAMES R. CASH
IA. AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(5021 623-8466 OR 4502) 623-63118
e.,ELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

LAND AUCTION
WED., SEPT. 3rd AT 6:00 P.M.
49.75 ACRES ±
SELLING WITHOUT RESERVATION
NEAR SEDALIA, KY
The Farm Is Located 4 Miles Southeast
01 Sedalia, Ky On The Burnett Chapel Rd
The Entire Farm Is In A High State 01 Cultivation
With Good Past Proven Yields The Farm Has
Been Maintained Using Good Farming Practices

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Graves County Circuit Court: Civil Causes, Docket No.86-CI-132
The Federal Land Bank Of Louisville Plaintiff.
Against Bradley L Sparks. a $ingle person. United
States Of America. Es Rel Farmers Home Administration. And Commonwealth Of Kentucky, County Of
Graves, Defendants
Pursuant To A Judgement And Order Of Sate Of The
Graves Circuit Court, Rendered On The 81h Day Of August, 1986. In The Above Styled Action, The under-

signed Will On Wednesday, The 3rd Day 01 September,
1986. At The Hour 01600 P k4 Expose To Public Sale
To The Highest Bidder At The Location Of The Farm On
A Credit Of 30 Days
If Cash Is Not Paid On Day Of Sale The Purchaser Will
Be Required To Give Bond With Approved Security For
The Full Amount Of The Purchase Money To Have The
Force And Effect Of A Replevin Bond Bearing Legal Interest From Day Of Sale. With A Lien Reserved Upon
Property Until The Purchase Money Is Paid A Deposit
Of 20% Of The Purchase Price Shall Be Required Al The
Time Of Salo if Cash Is Not Paid
This Sale Is Made For Satisfaction Of Judgement
Liens And Recovery Costs
Robert C Brown, Master Commissioner
Graves Circuit Court

Mate Plans To Be With Us. Wednesday
September 3rd At 6.00 P M
For This Great Opportunity In A Real Estate
Auction', For Information Concerning The
Property Contact JAMES R CASH
Real gstat. Broker Al 502-623-8446

/Ai AUCTIONEER I REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY it2C39
(502) 623-6466 OR (502) 623-6364
ELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

WILL do bushhoggirg.
Call 753 7746 or 753 9615
WILL do concrete work,
roofing, siding aid
carpenter work, odd
lobs Call 753 2887 '•E
Ballentine.

write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box

Orlurtr..s

•
•

TOMMY SANDERS

Call Jerry at 759-4808 or
759-9661 7 eves.
SURE-Way stump re

moval. No lawn dam
age. Low, inexpensive
rates. For free es
timates call 753-5484 or
437-4752.

ROOFING

Specialty Advertising

Metal & Shingles
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates

(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Call 759-1600

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
911

911

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
205 North 4th St.-753-4110

John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Aluminum Service Co.

Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
15 years experience
Custom Trim Work. References.
Residential & Commercial
Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689 (502) 489-2580--j502) 345-2602
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
-- .& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrier dealer
TRANE
for sales end servIc• In Murray

Brenda's Beauty Salon
"Super Cuts Guys 6 Gals"
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 o.m.-5 p.m.
• Evenings by opal.
733-4582
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

end Calloway County.

802 Chestnut.
home improve753-8181
ment & repair on inter._
ior & exterior call
762-4782. No job to
small
Center Dr .04 641 N
753-9841
GENERAL HOMZ
(Behind old Boston Tea Party,
REPAIR. 15 years exM -F 8 5
perience. Carpentry,
Sell auto luggage racks
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free esPH. 502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
timates. Days 753-6973,
24 HOUR SERVICE
.
nights 474-2276.
EL Commercial
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE Prompt & Professional-Residential
.GENERAL Building
Free Estimates
Repair- 20 years exHOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER
Licensed, insured 8. bonded.
perience. Roofing &
492-8254
Truck Wash
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
MURRAY. KY 42071
RT. 2 BOX 45A
I
air
to small. 474-8057.
. li.• ,
i
GUTTERING by Sears.
gutSears continuous
RENTAL SALES
ters installed for your
Individualized logos &
CENTER
specifications. Call
drawings done for VERY
Sears 753-2310 for free
,
'
Reasonable Rates!
estimate.
Heating.
Quality
For
Stoves
Carolina
Buy
S.
HAMILTON Cultured
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.
1
211 Main
753-8201
Marble, tops- sinks,
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
*Carpets *Upholstery
INSULATION blown in
'Free Estimates
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
Guaranteed
Satisfaction
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
Call 753-5827
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
All Makes and Models
24 Hour Service
Rd. Buyer of standing
Home and Industrial
timber. Call 753-7528.
Commercial
Industrial
40 Years Experience All Work Guaranteed
JOINER'S complete
Residential
tree service, 32 yrs.
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
experience. Also,
,
753-9562
stumps mechanicallir15 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
ARPET
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
404 N. 4th Street
'CLEANING. For all
12-10 p.m.
your carpet & upholst, Murray, KY 42071
,
G,,,,,
ery cleaning. For a free
753-0079ci
Res. 753-6965
estimate call 753-5827.
Bus. 753-8730
.
,
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING
commercial. Heating
,
,
4tim
and air condition, gas
ON YOUR BRES.
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial. r e sidllhtial. Large or
small. 30 years experience. Call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Tire & Wheel Alignment
Specialist Repair and
Red Wheel Alignment
preventative mainten0 •ComPut•fix•d Wheel Balancing
'
ance Roofs, floors.
Murray. Ky
1105 Pogue
plumbing, wiring.
.1
4
hurricane straps. 759.
Flowers For All Occasions
485o

rOR

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588

.

T & M Cleaning

P

Starting A New Business? c-

1

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

Your Ad Could
Appear Here

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR

Hill Electric

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio

- Dunnaway's Body Shop

MICHELIN

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

,,

-. . ,
%,.‘,..,

-CARROLL
'Info

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

...._.

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0789
Experienced
MOODY'S Mower

pickup and
All work
guaranteed Call 753
5668
MOWING, ,hauling,
pruning, plantings Call
Jerry at 759 4808 or
759 9661 7 eves

delivery

*
A

,

HAT -TOP
IPtSIALLSU
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

(901) 642-1311

-

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952

753-1489

Repair

JAMES R. CASH

residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759 1987
ROOFING, Siding,

753-9224

siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-06/9

$8,500.00
lot. . $8,500.00

hanging, commerical or

Services Offerer,

53

Services-Offered

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
gderanteed Ce-Il or

Backhoe
Service

at Hamlin
Has four lake lots for sale

1- Y2 acre lakeview lot

PAINTING= Paper

53

Rex Camp

KEN SHORES ESTATES

viewlot..$9,000.00

Services Offered

409A, Paducan, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry.
753 8628.
P A Molony
Free Estimates.
SEWING Machine Repair., All makes and
models. Home & In
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
dustrial. Bag closing
city
Installing
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
machines. Also scissor
OVER
sewer, water lines
sharpening. 40 jers
YEARS
20
work
All
experience.
& septic tanks. All
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
guaranteed. Kenneth
types
backhoe
RAISED PANEL DOORS a
Barnhill, 753:26_74,
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry •
work.
Stella Ky
•
• BOOKCASE
MANTLES
OUNCASES
SUMMER is the time to
5 KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
'or
deadwood;
either
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
30 Years Experience
remove diseased anCOMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our Display
trees.
d/or unwanted
753-5940 Sunbury Circle
409
•
call
needsFor all your
•••••••• OO • 055 ••••.
T&D FIRE EX
ServiceBover's Tree
TINGUISHER SER
the professionals at
VICE. Sales- service
installation of all types 753-0338.
of fire extinguisher & WE buy, sell & repair
range hood fire sup
air conditioners. Dill
pression systems
Electric 759.1577.
Licensed .& bonded
WILL do bushhogging
753-9260.
and order gardens. Call
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TREES, limbs, bushes 753-8590.
pruned or removed,
BROWN & BIGELOW
brush clean-ups, etc.

\

acre lake

53

ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
_gturyang, fencing You

call 489-2578.
44 Lots for Sale
1980 HONDA' Prelude,
runs & looks good, excelServices Offered
DON'T miss this opporlent gas mileage.Best of- 53
tunity to own 5 wooded
fer Call 759-9530 after 2 MEN want to do yard
acres only 1/2 mile
•
7p m.
work. Tree trimming,
from lake. The location
1b81 DATSUN B-210, removal oflunwanted
is on KY 1918 near
very good condition. trees & shrubbery,.rnow
Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
yards, light hauling &
Call 753-082/.
All it takes la! a small
1981 MAZDA 626; 4- wood for sale. Free
AKC registered Lab down payment'i, and $141
door, ail, new tire,s,i.one estimates. 753-0680 or
puppies, chocolate & per month for 36
good condWion. 759-1683.
owner,
Call 527-9903.
the
at
is
This
months.
Call after 6p.m. ALL type masonry
MIPPTE'S- Lab/ Hunt- low interest rate of 8",
work, block, brick,
753-8393.
ing dog mix, 6 males- 3 owner financing. Ken
1983 MAZDA 626, excel- concrete, driveways,
females, born May 27, Shores Estates.
lent condition. 1 owner, sidewalks, patios, house
753-7531.
1986. Call 354-6018, Tom.
• miles_ Call 474- foundations, new
48,000
WETIMITrATZ775rK,
chimneys or chimney
8842.
German
show quality
46 Homes for Sole
repair. 25 years exexcellent
CAMERO,
$250
1984
puppies,
Shepherd
perience. Free esin
frame
worth
modern
$700
over
BR
condition,
Call
2
; and up.
timates. Call Charles
washer/clever
struts,
tires,
country,
new
of
502-235-5364.
hook-up, carpeted, ,okell
shocks, Pioneer Stereo. Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
insulated, deep well,
$7,700 firm. Call 753-0390.
Kenmore,
utility shed, new roof &
43 Real Estate
1985 GMC S15, $5500. SERVICE.
use,
new foundation. Nice
1974 455 Formula, like Westingho
3 ACRES more or less, for retired couple.,
Whirlpool. 23 years
new., 1979 Chrysler New
at Coldwater on Ready to move in, Must
(House must be Yorker, $2800. Honda experience. Parts, and
blacktop road with 3 BR
sell- $12,500. Call 436$200. 1985 Yamaha 80 service. Bobby Hopper,
moved off pre- 450,-wheeler,
mobile home plus 4
5439.
$750. Piano Bob's Appliance Serrooms added on. Also, 2
5th St.
new vinyl siding,
sent location
$100. Call 759-9673 or vice, 202 S.
BR mobile home, outs- 2 BR,
Business 753-4872, 4361 acre
753-6438.
ide buildings, 'shade heat pump/AC.
i home ).
water,
'71 DODGE Dart, V-8 5848
trees, good Well & lot, city
storage
automatic, clean car.
septic. $14,000. Phone workshop,
building, $29,000. Lynn
APPLIANCk repairCall 753-7597.
489-2220.
Grove 435-4432,
'80 MALIBU Sports washers- dryers.
\4 7. Motorcycles
wagon, blue with blue refrigerators, ranges.
n\ty 3 BEDROOMS, brick. 1
\
kOPPERUD Rt
HARLEY David- interior, power &air. air cond. George Hodge
ge Block from university 1981
offers a complete
Rider,
always
Low
son
of Real Estate serv'Ices with basement apart- garaged, 13,000 miles. 1 Nice family car. $2500. & Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 753with a wide selection, of ment, large workshop, owner. $3960 firm. Call Call 437-4607.
7594669.
quality home in the city fwo garages. Call
8a.m.-5p.m.
759-4063
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
& in the county. A1ll 4963.
Trucks
Factory authorized for
3 BEDROOM house in 1981 H-ti Superglide, 50. Used
price ranges. Pho
extra
miles,
Panorama Shores, lot 5, one owner
1978-1C-5 BLAZER 4x4, Tappan, KeiVinator and
753-1222 for courteous
needs some body work, Brown. Service on gas
competent Real Estates 90x150. Owner moved, nice. Call 436-5584.
service. We make buy- must sell. Price re- 1983 HONDA .Aero everything else excel- and electric ranges,
ing & selling Real duced to $24,000. 1-443- Scooter, red, good con- lent condition. Call 753- microwaves, disdition, 1500 miles. 0509.
hwashers, re(0960 after 5:30p.m.
Estate easy for you.
Phone 1-345-2735.
1980 CHEVROLET El frigerators, etc. Earl
Camino, automatic Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Shelter Insurance Company will offer for sale to
49.Used Cars
trans., ps, pb, air. 5341.
the highest bidder a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass 1965 NOVA Chevy II, 4 AM/Fm cassette, CARPET installation,
69,000 miles, automatic;-p.s., p.b., air condition,
professional service.
door, automatic, 6 cylin- cruise. 759-9954.
cruise, tNt wheel, power seats, AM-FM radio, rear
1981 MAZDA pickup, Also repairs. Satisfacder, 36,900 actual miles
window defroster.
Car in excellent condi- 49,000 miles, excellent tion guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
tion. Call 753-2603 from 5 condition. Call 492-8989.
The vehicle will be available for inspection from 9
DAVE'S Window
pm.
-9
drive,
4-WHEEL
1983
OfInsurance
Shelter
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. at The
1977 BONNEVILLE, 2. Jeep pickup, air. Call Cleaning Residential,
fice on North 5th Street in Murray.
door, hard top, local", after 5p.m. 753-1776 or commercial, one & two
All bids should be clearly marked as "Auto Bid"
story. References. 10q
owned car, excellent 753-3215.
Citizen discount.
and wiled to Shelter Insurance, P.O. Box 823, Murcondition. Call 436-2427.
VW. VAN, very nice, Senior
ray, Ky. 42071. Bids will be accepted thru 9-13-86
1977 CADILLAC. Kathe- '41450. V.W. dune buggy, 753-9873 or 436-5836.
and the high bid notified prior to 9-17-86. Shelter Ins.
rine Lax. Call 489-2802 $650. Will take nice
riding mower in trade. D&G Builders. Exafter 6pm or 753-3142.
Co. reserves the right to reject all bids. Buyer will be
1977 50 ATSUN B-210. Puryear 901-247-3374.
perienced builders of
responsible for all sales tax & transfer fees.
good condition, excelhouses, garagel..4_
girl.
lent car for young
storage buildings. Call
$800. Call after 4p.m. 5 1 . Campers
474-8000
753-9478.
22' SHASTA camper, FENCE sales at Sears
1978 CADILLAC Coupe ac, sleeps 6, excellent now. Call Sears 753-2310
Devine, excellent con- condition, $3600. Call for free estimate for
dition,. low mileage. For 759-1094 after 6p.m.
your needs.
model, 489-2422 after AVTEK motor home, 72
Chevy chasis, roof air,
ALUMINUM
1- Y2 acre with waterfront
1978 DODGE Magnum, gas furnace, selfloaded, $2000. Excellent contained, low mileage,
CO.
SERVICE
'$9,995.00
lot
condition. Call 759-1094 $5,995. Phone 436-2324.
Aluminum and vinyl
after 6p.m.

1-1
2
/

13
- -

Silt t'WAIT Dna,.

753-9559

pay
npr t
1

. ,. ., .,.,

ID t 1140SE Y SR sous

Bel Au Shopping Ce
Morrini. lkY 42071
._.

19121 753-09.12

's

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monda)-Frida) 8 a.m.-5

p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

..glgi
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Calling for Help
Learn the Murray-Calloway County
Ambulance Service's
Hospital
teledhone number, 753-9332, and keep
it posted near your phone.
If you need help immediately, for you or someone else, call the ambulance service. Give your name, address, location of the emergency,
phone number and the nature of the problem: Do not hang up. The person on the other end may need to ask you for more information.
Be prepared to tell all the medications the injured person is taking.
If you are bringing in a neighbor.,s child for treatment, try to bring a
signed authorization for medical care, or information'on how to get in
touch with the child's parents.
Round up medical insurance policy numbers and any other insurance
information what might be helpful in registering. You or someone else
also may want to notify your personal physician about the emergency.
If you are the person requiring treatment, it is best to ask someone
else to come with you. That person can help you to register, keep you
company,and drive you home if the treatment or medication you receive
affects your driving ability. And, despite what your grandmother or
mother May have told you, one thing you should never be concerned
about in an'emergency is your appearance.

. Especially To Us

Area residents are guaranteed
outstanding emergency care
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's emergency services
and facilities compare-fauorably
with any iri the four-state region.

The facilities in the MCCH
emergency department compare
favorably, local physicians says,
with those found in emergency
rooms in major medical centers.

An emergency room physician
is on duty at all times —24 hours
a day, seven days a week — to
perform emergency services. If
yciu wish to be seen by your personal physician, you will need to
make those arrangements before
you arrive in the- emergency
room or after.
Today, more than 1,300 patients
The MCCH emergency departa month receive emergency care
ment is an eight-bed facility
in the unit as comdored to fewer
equipped with three ft:lege beds
than Looq before the 24-hour for initial evaluation and treatphysician availability began a
ment,three major trauma rooms
year ago. Today, nearly half of
and two examination rooms. The
the people who become patients rooms are equipped to handle
in the hospital are admitted
trauma, cardiac, orthopedic,
through the emergency room
gynecology, and ear, nose and
rather than through the business throat procedures. Three outpaoffice.
tient holding beds are also part of
"We do a lot of sewing," says the emergency room.
Dr. Billy P'Pool, medical direcRecently 10 patients — all victor of the emergency department tims of a three-car crash — were
who
and one of two physicians
given emergency treatment in
are on duty,"although we do pro- the emergency facility at the
vide fast, emergency treatment same time. Because of the other
to help stabilize patients with _physicians and nurses of the
heart attacks, strokes or a wide
hospital's staff are available for
range of major injuries."
back-Up support, the unit can
manage a large volume of paP'Pool has been on the MCCH
medical staff for 11 years as has tients at one time.
The emergency physicians
Dr. Jorge Garrastazu, who
shares the physician respon- routinely call upon therialists
h as orsibilities in the emergency on the medical staff,
thped ists, ophtha mologlets, and
department.

"We think it
ranks second
to none in
our area.",

•

surgeons, to give the patients the
appropriate medical care.
Emergency patients may be
treated and released with home
instructions for their care, admitted to the hospital, or transferred
for further medical care, if indicated. An average of sixteen
percent of those persons who
come to the emergency room
need to be hospitalized.
"Family members with loved
ones in the emergency room are
always anxious to know how they
are getting along,': says Carolyn
Marcum, R.N. and the emergency , department's- clinical
manager, "and we try to keep
them informed,
"Taking care of the patient is
our first concern; however, we
welcome the feminist' questions
and concerns and encourage
them to ask the emergency clerk
or nurse any questions they may
have," Marcum said."We know
any emergency situation is
stressful and we will do our best
to alleviatethe stress by working
with the family."
"We are very proud of our new,
expanded emergency facilities
and we receive many complimentsfrom our patients on the
effeciency and the caring attitude
of our physicians and nursing
staff," sv MCCH
Administrator uart Poston. "We
think it ranks second to none in
our area."

What is an emergency?
What is an emergency? According to Billy P'Pool, M.D.,director of the emergency department
at Murray-calldway County
Hospital, a medical emergency
exists whenever you feel you are
in need of immediate medical
treatment.
TOo often, people are concerned about "bothering" the doctors,
and nurses in the emergency
department with minor coinplains.-However, according to a
study published by the American
College of Emergency Physicians in 1980, 25% of the public
underestimates the severity of a
medical problem.
Dr. P'Pool believes each patient determines whether he or
she has a meg:Heal emergency.
Don't worry about not being absolutely sure that you need
medical emergency care — it is
always better to seek emergency
treatment rather than ignore a
problem because it -might not
need immediate care. If you
think you might have a medical
emergency, you should see a
physician as soon as possible.
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He offers the following warning signs of a medical
emergency:
E Chest pain or upper abdominal pain or Pressure (a
heart attack is frequently mistaken for indigestion).
4
•Difficulty in breathing or shortness of breath.
[1 Fainting or feeling faint.
•Dizziness, suddelkweakness, or a sudden change in
vision.
•Severe or homicidal feelings.
O.Sudden or severe pain anywhere in the body.
While not all of these warning signs may ultimately
be an .emergency, you should not try to diagnose
yourself. Only a physician can evaluate your problem.

September Health Calendar
Community Events

Health Express

Miracle JMoments

MCCH Explorer First Nighter
This organization is ideal for high school students, male and
female, age 15 to 21 who are interested in exploring the various
careers in the health field. The First Nighter is Tuesday,
September 9, at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Third Floor Classroom.
Cardiac Rehab Picnic/Reunion
Those who have been or are currently enrolled in the Cardiac
Rehab program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital are invited to a picnic/reunion Saturday, September 13,from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Murray City Park Courthouse Pavillion.
Fresh Start
Make a fresh start toward a healthier life by kicking the habit.
Stop smoking! Fresh Start consists of four class sessions which
are held on Monday and Wednesday nights — September 15, 17,
22 and 24— in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Third Floor
Classroom from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Diabetes Bike-a-thon
Sponsor sheets are available for the 1986 Bike-a-thon scheduled for Sunday, September 21, at the MSU Curris Center.
Register and ride between 7 a.m. and 7 p.n. All proceeds will
be used for diabetes education, research and support functions
for diabetes and their families. Come join the fun!

Diabetes Education
Diabetes Meathg
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Diabetes Taking Control will providea program Thursday, September 18— Personal
Hygiene. R.N. Sherry Crittenden, R.N. will give this informative
presentation in the Murray-Calloway.County Hospital Third
Floor Classroom at 7 p.m.
Diabetes Bike-a-thon (See Cominunity Events above)

Supp rt Group
Alsheime 's Support Group
Those inte ested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educational pr ram entitled "Whispering Hope" on Tuesday,
Septembe 9. The-support group will meet for group discussion
—on September 23. Both meetings will be in the Murray-Calloway ,
County Hospital Private Dining Room from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.

Maternity Service
Early Prenatal Classes
The class is for the parents-to-be in the first trimester of
pregnancy. Topics are nutrition, exercise, fetal development,
danger signs of pregnancy, and common discomforts of
pregnancy. To register for the two weekly classes, call
(502)753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821. Classes are held Saturday,
September 6 and 13 from 9 am. to 11 a.m. in the MCCH Third
Floor Classroom.
Breastteeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a class date and information. Then, watch the calendar in the
Murray Ledger and Times for class date. Dial (502)753-5131, ext.
144.
Parenting Class
The class is for the expectant parents but primarily for new
parents. To register for the three sessions call (502)753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821.
Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502)753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The Thursday sessions are September 2, 16, 23
and 30. Class meets in the MCCH Third Floor Classroom from
7.p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Cesarean Birth Class
The class prepares parents for cesarean birth whether anticipated or unexpected. To register call (502)753-5131, ext. 144
or 753-6821. The class is held Monday,September 29 from 7 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. in the MCCH Private Dining Room.
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercies specifically designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. Call the chief physical
therapist, Tress Heltsley, for an individual appointment. Dial
(502)753-5131, ext. 144.
Sibling Class
The one-session class intoduces expectant bothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister. They will
explore their.feelings about a new baby and see babies in the
nursery. To register for the class please call (502)753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The class is held op demand.

MEDICALSERVICES
SEPTEMBER 21-27, 1986
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The Murray-Calloway
County FlospitalHealth Express will be offering free
screenings as indicated by
the number of asterisks.
*Blood pressure, diabetes
and anemia
**Blood pressure and
glaucoma
It is important to fast for
two hours before being
screened for diabetes to
achieve accurate results.
Colo-rectal cancer screening kits are available on
the Health Express at all
stops for a $4 charge.
September 2, Tuesday
•Fancy Farm**
Fancy Farm Bank
9-11 a.m.
•Symsonia**
Liberty Savings Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m.
September 3, Wednesday
•Farmington*
Bank of Farmington
12-2 p.m.
September 4, Thursday
•Canton*
Hilltop Kash Market
9-11 a.m.
Murray**
Brown's Market (Hwy. 94 E)
12:30-2:30 p.m.
September 9, Tuesday
•Murray*
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
•Benton*
Lakeland Wesley Village
1-3 p.m.

EEK

September 11, Thursday
•Wingo*
Court Square
9-11 a.m.
•Sedalia**
Sedalia Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.
September 10, Tuesday
•Dexter*
Senior Citizens Center
9-11 a.m.
•Hardin**
State Parking Lot
12:30-2:30 p.m.
September'18, Thursday
Murray*
Central Shopping Center
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
September 19, Friday
•Land Between the Lakes*
Piney Campground
10 a.m.-12 noon
•Dover**
Uncle Joe's Discount Center
1-3 p.m.
September 20, Saturday
•Murray*
City Park
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
3eptember 2$, Tuesday
•Murray*
Douglas Center
10 a.m.-12 noon
•Midway*
Uncle Willie's
1:30-3 p.m.
September 25, Thursday
•Puryear**
City Hall
9-11 a.m.
•Buchanan*
J&J Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
September 30, Tuesday
•Murray*
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
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